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Successful move
The move to new halls at the NEC for the biennial MACH
exhibition series must be considered a major success for show
organiser the Manufacturing Technologies Association (MTA).
With more floor space but similar exhibitor numbers to previous
years, even at its busiest the show felt relaxed, with no large
volumes of visitors crowded together in the new location’s wider
aisles. This is despite the fact that MACH 2018 drew 5% more trade visitors than
2016, pulling in a total of 23,125.
Many exhibitors must be congratulated on their stand designs, too, with bright,
open structures adding style and avoiding barriers and walls that shut off visitors’
views across the halls. And the better presented lower ceilings added a positive
contribution to the whole affair, as well.
In discussions, Machinery heard the show described as having the look of a
European manufacturing technology show, which is very definitely a compliment.
No such move can go totally without issue, and matters of signage and stand
numbering did surface, but these can hardly be considered a major flaw in such a
large project to move MACH from its home of many years to the new location.
A noteworthy first was scored by the MTA, drawing national TV – the BBC – to the
show on Tuesday to hear about a report undertaken on the organisation’s behalf by
Oxford Economics that revealed that manufacturing supports not the oft-cited 10%
of GDP but rather 23% (see p8). Machinery was invited to be part of the news
package and was happy to lend support to the positive message on manufacturing
that the report, recent CBI and OECD publications, and the backdrop of MACH were
able to convey to a national audience.
The reports of business deals struck at the show have already started to roll in,
none more impressive so far than Bruderer UK’s winning of a one-million-pound
order, about which it has made some noise. Such is entirely apt, because the noise
of its high speed press powering up, sounding like a, happily, not-too-loud jet
turbine, was definitely something that regularly caught the attention of many.
We have our first impressions of the show kicking off on page 19, but will publish
a separate supplement in June that packages together the new launches and
developments that Machinery has been able to gather information on (for suppliers
reading this, feel free to bring to our attention anything that you unveiled at MACH,
if you have not already done so).
But it must be said that there is nothing that can replicate a personal visit to the
UK’s largest manufacturing technology show. You’ll get another chance in 2020,
from 20-24 April. ■
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DAILY NEWS & PRODUCT UPDATES @ www.machinery.co.uk

MTA: The ‘true impact’ of manufacturing

Manufacturers are being urged to
help boost the UK’s productivity
performance and get manufacturing
productivity growth back on trend by
taking part in a work programme
that will feed into the Autumn
Budget Statement. The programme,
by EEF, kicks off on 10 May with a
webinar for manufacturers and
those who work closely with the
sector. https://is.gd/sahude

Research commissioned by
the Manufacturing
Technologies Association
(MTA) shows that
manufacturing accounts for
nearly a quarter of the
economy and more than 7.4
million jobs depend on it.
The study by economics
consultancy Oxford
Economics shows that the
sector is responsible for 23%
of UK GDP, well over double
the figure that is routinely
quoted, and is responsible for
five million more jobs than
thought.
Says MTA chief James
Selka: “This report clearly
demonstrates that anyone
who says that manufacturing
doesn’t matter much to the UK’s
economy is badly mistaken.
“The figures that people often
quote setting manufacturing
alongside the service sector miss
the point that a huge part of the
service sector serves manufacturing.
“The impact is felt far outside
factory gates in offices, laboratories,

Car manufacturing in Britain
declined by 4.4% in February and
UK commercial vehicle
manufacturing fell by almost
a quarter, the Society of Motor
Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT)
says. However, there was “good
news” for the industry, as engine
production was up up 7.1%.
https://is.gd/nixoli

Widespread ignorance of Industry
4.0 threatens to derail the
competitiveness of UK
manufacturing and engineering,
research by Subcon has warned.
When asked if they understood what
Industry 4.0 is, 37% of UK
manufacturing and engineering
professionals said ‘no’, while
a further 19% were ‘unsure’.
https://is.gd/umives

Precision metal manufacturer
Clamason Industries has placed
a major order at MACH 2018. The
company has signed a £1 million
order with Bruderer UK to secure
a 300 ton ZANI Motion Mater press
that will be used to target up to
£6 million of new orders.
https://is.gd/irocor

FC Laser Limited has secured £1.1
million in funding from Lombard
and NatWest. The deal has helped
the Ilkeston-based precision laser
cutting company to fund the
acquisition of two cutting machines
that operate up to three times faster
than their predecessor.
https://is.gd/ayunoy

A new £3.5 million machining
facility in Tewkesbury has taken the

The UK’s second biggest manufacturing employer has opportunities for
growth, according to a sector report from Santander and EEF.
Manufacturing as a sector enjoyed an excellent year in 2017, expanding
at its fastest pace since 2014 and, encouragingly, the healthy
performance was broadly based across sub-sectors. But as the industry
continues to thrive, the strong global economy is also bringing investment
back online and pushing the UK’s £11 billion mechanical equipment
manufacturers to keep up with the digitalisation and modernisation of the
supply chain.

8

MTA: The true impact of manufacturing report

News round-up

shops and warehouses right across
the country.
“For every £1 million the
manufacturing sector contributes to
GDP itself, it creates another £1.5
million elsewhere in the economy,
and for every direct job within the
sector, another 1.8 are supported
elsewhere in the economy.”

next step in its development after
installing latest CNC technology.
The Bowmill Group has installed a
Chiron FZ12 FX Magnum
Vario single spindle,
5-axis
simultaneous
vertical
machining
centre to help
it supply
critical landing
gear components
to Safran Landing
Systems for the Airbus
A320/A321.
https://is.gd/qaqutu

Mills CNC has joined The University
of Sheffield’s Advanced
Manufacturing Research Centre
(AMRC) with Boeing as a Tier One
member. As part of the partnership

As well as the headline figures,
there are insights into the true
impact of manufacturing. The report
shows a contribution to the UK’s
export performance (48% of exports
are manufactured goods) and R&D
investment, with manufacturers
accounting for nearly 70% of
total spend. https://is.gd/emigit

agreement, signed in Autumn 2017,
Mills CNC has supplied two
advanced, high performance
Doosan machine tools to the
organisation.
https://is.gd/raxaju

The Manufacturing
Technology Centre
near Coventry is to
launch
apprenticeships
dedicated to
providing the skills
needed for additive
manufacturing. The programmes,
which will be launched in
September this year, will aim to
provide a pipeline of technicians
who are fully skilled in one of the
fastest growing advanced
manufacturing technologies.
https://is.gd/ukijik
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RK International Machine Tools
has made a key sales
appointment. Machine tool industry
specialist Sandy Berry is joining the
Erith-based company as regional
sales manager for the Midlands.
https://is.gd/sepuga

A £3 million Technical Academy
has launched in the West
Midlands that aims to help bridge
the skills gap and get the region
ready for the next industrial
revolution. In-Comm Training
unveiled the 24,000 ft² training
space in Aldridge (above).
https://is.gd/iqutiq

A new museum that brings together
the world’s most significant Brunel
collection at Brunel’s SS Great
Britain in Bristol was opened to the
public on 23 March. Renishaw has
supported the museum since 2015
and was the founder member of the
Being Brunel Corporate Club.

Markus Horn has been appointed
as the new managing director of
Hartmetall-Werkzeugfabrik Paul
Horn GmbH. Together with his
father, Lothar Horn, he will manage
the tool manufacturer’s global
operations from the firm’s
headquarters in Tübingen,
Germany. https://is.gd/dujako

Product pick 10
Large GER grinder
International Manufacturing Solutions
Ltd (IMSL), the UK agent for GER, now
offers the GER SR 400-100, a new 4 by
1 m capacity high precision CNC plane
and profile surface grinding machine.
https://is.gd/ipumap

Heat map for profiling
Lantek, in collaboration with Vicomtech,
the Visual Interaction and Communications Technologies Center Foundation, has
launched BeroSim, to develop 3D simulation software system that allows users to
calculate graphically and interactively how heat sources affect sheet metal during
the laser or plasma cutting process. https://is.gd/tuzute

CGTech is expanding and
restructuring its UK operation by
segregating the UK into three areas.
The South and West of England,
Wales, Northern Ireland and Eire
remains under Scott Ravenscroft,
while Ian Llewellyn will be based in
the Midlands and Tim Mitchell will
cover the North of England and
Scotland. https://is.gd/apuxox

Fibre laser profile automation

Mills CNC, the exclusive
distributor of Doosan machine
tools in the UK and Ireland, has
appointed Peter Smith (below) as
business manager for Birmingham
and the West Midlands. He is a
seasoned CNC machine tool sales
professional with over 19 years
experience. https://is.gd/ubigiw

Studer offers new large Favorit for budget-conscious firms

Bystronic’s ByTrans Cross loading/unloading system for its fibre laser cutting
machines offers full automation for producing long runs of components while
retaining the flexibility of manual handling for fulfilling smaller jobs.
https://is.gd/jexuse

Latest version FANUC Roboguide software
Roboguide Version 9 can be used for pre-sale concept simulations, right through to
a full offline programming package for use on the shopfloor.
https://is.gd/umodod

https://is.gd/ahekek

Swiss laser profiling and sheet
metal bending expert Bystronic is
acquiring Italian laser-based tube
and profile processing TTM Laser
S.p.A. TTM Laser S.p.A. is a
technology company that is
headquartered in Cazzago San
Martino (Province of Brescia) and
specialises in the development of
laser systems for tubes and profile
cutting, and for the welding of large
format metal sheets.

Magnetic workholding delivers low-deformation grip
Schunk Magnos magnetic chucks provide low-deformation workpiece clamping,
free accessibility and fast workpiece change. https://is.gd/gatoso

Honing machine for in-house low-volume purposes
Kadia’s single-spindle E line (Eco) honing machine is for the production of precise
bores in small- to medium-size batch sizes. https://is.gd/civizu

GibbsCAM 12 reinvents CAM programming

https://is.gd/vabaxu

Citizen Machinery UK has
appointed Sam Nottage-McNeice
as European sales manager. He
takes on responsiblity for coordinating distributor operations
within the Citizen Machinery UK
network. https://is.gd/xasizo
Correction: In Machinery’s March
issue, the figure of 360 tonnes
quoted on page 49 for the Trumpf
7036 TruBend press brake should
have read 36 tonne (360 kN). We
mixed our units up; apologies.

www.machinery.co.uk

Studer’s new Favorit CNC universal cylindrical grinding machine, which has a centre
distance of 1,600 mm, is recommended to those who believe that a large Studer
machine will exceed their budget. https://is.gd/yazeva

With a balance of new features and interface enhancements, GibbsCAM 12 delivers
a CAM solution that is perfect for both seasoned users and new programmers, says
the developer. https://is.gd/ginute
Kenny Macfarlane has
joined (above)
Sumitomo Electric
Hardmetal. He will
support area
business
development,
covering Scotland
and the North East
of England.

Tailor-made swarf skip covers
Wogaard’s ‘Keep it Covered’ products have been expanded with a
new, flexible swarf skip covering offering.
https://is.gd/kuyuha

Vertical machining centre range update
Seven HD (Heavy-Duty) vertical machining centres supersede the
previous range of box-slideway machines in the XYZ Machine Tools
range and complement the new Linear Rail (LR) machines that have
been added to the firm’s catalogue. https://is.gd/lubiji

https://is.gd/akumet
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A helping
robotic hand

Barry Engstrom, group
manufacturing director,
Hepco, standing in front
of the machines that are
served by robots/cobots.
Manual and automated
loading is possible for the
machine directly above

An established manufacturer of slide systems, Hepco, is on a world-class manufacturing
journey, part of which has seen the introduction of cobots to its Devon manufacturing
facility. Andrew Allcock called by to ﬁnd out more

L
Right: A statue
of world-famous
writer Franz Kafka,
designed by Czech
sculptor David
Cerny, had the
face split into 42
‘ﬂoors’ that all had
to rotate and come
together in one
moment to reveal
the writers face in
full. Hepco provided
the rotating ring
systems for the
piece, which is
situated at a
UNESCO site in the
centre of Prague

10

inear guides are found in machine tools and other
industrial machinery, but the use of systems made
by Hepco spans many sectors, including aerospace,
packaging, printing, electronics, pharmaceutical, medical,
construction and even art (right).
With its roots in 1950 as Forsters
Machine Company Ltd, the Hepco name
and a focus on slide systems hails from
1969. Today’s 350-employee Forster
family-owned firm is under the
chairmanship of third-generation
family member Giles. Since 1989, the
company has been headquartered in
Tiverton, Devon, where a wide range of
products is manufactured, including
linear, circular, track systems, heavy duty
and XYZ systems. R&D, sales, marketing and
accounts are also located here, while the company’s
high volume V bearings are manufactured at Braintree
Precision Components (part of the Hepco group) in
Braintree, Essex. An established global player, Hepco
makes in excess of 50 km of track annually and exports
generate 75% of its turnover across 63 countries.
In its simplest form, the company’s products are
centred around a guide, bearings and a carriage plate,
with the guide and bearings having a mating V profile.
The guides can be straight or curved, or a track system
for combining linear and rotary motion applications
(opposite page, top). Work-appropriate accessories can
be fitted to the carriage plate for a wide range of

applications. The geometry of the V system means
debris is expelled, making it suitable for harsh
environments (in the machine tool sector, toolchanger
systems, for example - https://is.gd/peculo).
As Barry Engstrom, group manufacturing director,
explains: “Hepco is a UK-based producer
supporting its own global sales network.
The company is committed to producing
high quality products and supporting
customers with its technical sales force
[all 45 field sales staff are engineers
with technical product knowledge],
flexibility to accommodate customers’
product wishes, customer service and
delivery”. The first four are ultimately
useless without the fifth, which is where
there is a strong emphasis – to be able to offer
ex-stock delivery of popular standard parts, without, of
course, holding large quantities of inventory. (Projects,
some 2,000/year, are a significant part of the company’s
business and delivery is still key here.)
Hepco’s delivery of several days for certain products
is competitive, considering well-documented worldwide
delivery issues. Factors such as this have certainly
helped drive growth of well into double-digit percentages
over the past two years, resulting in increased pressure
on production capacity and space restrictions; a nice
problem to have, and one that Hepco is striving to
manage by implementing changes at the 200-employee
Tiverton site. Additionally, like everybody else, there are
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skilled labour availability issues – there is no ready pool
of labour around Tiverton. The latter is an industry-wide
issue and is despite the company being an avid
apprentice trainer for 25+ years (see extended online
article). About a third of the company’s management
team are former apprentices – including the chairman,
who has been in place for five years. “We wouldn’t have
grown without this,” Engstrom emphasises.
With Hepco having recently established a presence in
China and strengthened its South Korean branch, and
with the chairman keen to look at other new markets,
growth is likely to be the order of the day for some time.
A cost-effective solution to overcoming production and
delivery constraints is therefore key.
In line with this, Hepco is currently on a world-class
manufacturing journey, with some £2.5 million being
invested in Tiverton over the past couple of years alone.
At the helm and driving these changes is managing
director Peter Fanshawe, who has been with the company
for 30 years, seven of these in his present position.
A number of threads underpin this effort, but a recent
and key one is automation, with this being pushed
forward via collaborative robots for loading machining
centres (cobots – robots that can work safely alongside
humans). Indeed, Hepco’s adoption of Universal Robots’
UR10 units (Applied Automation, https://is.gd/vituzi),
which now stands at four, probably puts the company in
the top tier of cobot users for machine tool loading
purposes in the UK, for a company of its size, Machinery
suggests. The company additionally has one KUKA
industrial robot-served machine tool, while further cobot
installations up to another half a dozen are envisaged,
Engstrom reveals, although they may not be identical
units, he adds.
It all started in late 2015 with the KUKA installation
serving an existing FANUC Robodrill (https://is.gd/
ematin), but why? “Initially, we didn’t think that robots
were relevant,” the group manufacturing director says.
“We are not a high volume parts manufacturer, like
Braintree, so it was always felt that, as we were doing
10, 20s, maybe a few hundred here or there, it would
take longer to set up than run. But technology is moving
on, so we kept an eye on it. The investment to get the
process developed is time; once it is running, it is just
as quick as changing a tool over in a machine.”
A RoboDrill T21i CNC milling machine using a KUKA
‘KR 10 R1100 sixx’ (KR AGILUS) was chosen for the first
project. This enables Hepco to machine unmanned
overnight, increasing production capacity for standard
carriage plates. HepcoAutomation, part of the Hepco
Group of companies responsible for delivering
automation solutions, is an approved supplier for KUKA
Robotics (https://is.gd/viyuxo), in fact.
Sawn blanks are loaded into two rotary tables from
where the robot takes one and loads it to the machine.
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Following machining, the robot returns the finished
carriage plate back into the exact space in the carousel
from where it was taken. There is space for 80 plates in
the rotary tables (video: (https://is.gd/ciquva)).

STACKS OF WORK
The cycle time depends on the size of the carriage
plates, but can be between 9-14 minutes per plate,
including the robot changeover time. Again, depending
on the product, the complete batch cycle time is around
16 hours.
Appropriately, the carousel holding the metal plates is
made using Hepco’s PRT2 ring guide, indexed through an
Omron HMI PLC as necessary. And the sliding safety
doors between machine and robot are fitted with Hepco’s
DAPDU2 dual-action linear actuator.
The 10 kg capacity KUKA unit is not a cobot, however,
and the machine can only be run in an automated
fashion; fine for the high volume carriage plates, but for
lower volume parts a different solution was required. Yet
with the principle of automation demonstrated, thoughts
turned to more of the same, but at reduced capital cost
and with more flexibility. “In the latter part of 2016, we
came across UR robots,” says Engstrom, and the journey
with cobots began. The cost to install is between
£20,000 and £30,000 all in, which is better than half
the cost of an ‘industrial robot’ solution, he offers.
First, a second similar FANUC Robodrill was fitted with
a UR10 and two carousel units, allowing for faster
changeover between parts, but the machine was still not
used in manual load mode. For lower batch numbers and

Above: Hepco’s
various track
systems, as
displayed in the
company’s
Tiverton facility’s
reception area

Below: a UR10 cobot in the
process of changing parts on a
FANUC Robodrill, but automated
loading is the only possibility
here
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LEAD FEATURE STEP-BY-STEP AUTOMATION

One of Hepco’s Hurco
machining centres,
served by a UR10
cobot – automated
or manual loading
is possible with this
set-up. Visible in
the background is a
production statistics
display screen –
a current project
(see box item, below)

greater part flexibility, the next step was to add a vision
system to the UR robot, dispense with the carousels and
additionally allow machines to be hand-loaded.
Two existing Hurco (https://is.gd/utebev) vertical
machining centres are now set up like this and batches
of 10s-off are a sensible bet to automate, once the
program is proved, Engstrom suggests. Already some
350 parts are programmed for CNC production and
automation, and there’s still a further 1,000 manuallyproduced parts to go at.
The next step is already underway, with a mobile unit
incorporating a UR10 robot being assembled as at
Machinery’s March visit. This will be used initially on a
Bridgeport CNC milling machine that is currently run on a
single shift across five days, but will otherwise be
available to serve other machines. For future projects
beyond this, the 10 kg limit of the UR10 might be an
issue, hence the possibility of casting the cobot net
wider in future, or even a return to non-cobot ‘industrial
robots’, like the KUKA.
Measured benefits, apart from more capacity via the
potential 24/7 running across automated machines, are:
an increase in part availability, from 78% to 92%, on
200+ parts, due to increased capacity and fast reaction
offering on-demand, kanban manufacturing (see box
item, ‘Supporting technology’, below); improved quality,
due to consistent loading positioning; plus OEE of
between 65-75% across two or three automated
machines and 45-50% across all four, versus 21-32% for
manually-loaded parts. ■
Extended online https://is.gd/etawiz

Supporting technology
Automation is not the sole tool in the box in support of the
pursuit of world-class manufacturing at Hepco, Tiverton. Machinebased cells, organised around lean manufacturing, 5S and
standard operating procedure principles are being established.
The first, some three years ago, is a grinding cell created around
a new slide grinder for V profile machining. A second identical
grinder and cell is being set up. The assembly area was similarly
refreshed, in 2016, and ongoing is the creation of a ring track
production cell with local finished part storage, driven by one of
the company’s apprentices. There is also the automated
machining centre cell covered in the main article.
Kanban-driven production of standard parts is the objective of
cells, which also boast PC screens linked to the company’s K3
Syspro production control system (https://is.gd/aditiv), these
displaying green, yellow or red against part numbers as a guide to
unallocated stock status. Red means stock is required, green that
it is not, yellow that it is not yet critically low. Overall, seven
kanban cells/screens will be operating.
Prior to automation, some two to three years ago the company
began operating a Werma (https://is.gd/iciyaj) light-based system
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to visually indicate machine status (running or stopped) in an
effort to drive its recent machine investments harder; stoppage
codes can be entered to track what problems are arising. There is
an office-based system that managers can view, which gives
visibility of stoppage reasons, driving improvement. And there are
email alerts generated to notify relevant individuals via this
system, too. As a recent extension of this, an apprentice is linking
screens to the Werma system that will indicate machine and cell
operating statistics; the automated machining centres being the
first to get this treatment. The idea is to provide the shopfloor
with tools that help drive improvement and, Engstrom adds,
engender a bit of healthy competition. Further investment in
shopfloor tracking and scheduling is planned.
In another move, the introduction of Solidcam CADCAM
(https://is.gd/jovisi) has also slashed some cycle times, versus
hand-written NC programs – savings of 30-65% are quoted. And in
terms of space-efficient cell-side storage, vertical carousels have
been introduced; first use is in the assembly area, the latest unit
is on the machine shop for holding ballscrews and shaft parts,
with more to follow.
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INDUSTRY 4.0 NEXT-LEVEL MACHINING SIMULATION
Twin-Control aims
to provide better
simulation of machining
performance than singlefeatured simulation
packages – pictured
here is an earlier partner
meeting at the AMRC

A force
to be reckoned with
The AMRC recently provided a progress update on its part in the EU’s Twin-Control project that is seeking
to develop a holistic simulation model for machining. Steed Webzell listened in (extended online)

T

he University of Sheffield’s AMRC is
one of 11 partners in the three-year
Twin-Control project that started in
October 2015, as Machinery previously
reported (https://is.gd/kocoja). With the
€5.6 million project scheduled to reach
its conclusion in October of this year, the
AMRC, along with a number of partners
from the Twin-Control consortium, held a
dissemination workshop to share recent
developments.
The aims of Twin-Control include the
development of a system that provides a
better estimation of machining (milling)
performance than single-featured simulation
packages. This holistic simulation model will
be linked to real machines in order to
update itself, according to their actual
condition, and carry out control actions that
lead to performance improvements.
At the workshop, Luke Berglind, a
researcher at the AMRC, provided a key
update on the Twin-Control process model
based on virtual manufacturing, specifically
relating to the ‘cutting force model’, a key
element of the project.
“During machining, two interactions
occur between the tool and workpiece; one
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is geometric interaction that removes
material, and the other, due to that material
removal, is force interaction,” he said. “The
reason we are interested in simulating force
is to better understand machine loading and
dynamics, as well as the effects of
vibration, to ultimately drive process
improvements.”
There are many factors to consider in
calculating cutting forces, including material
characteristics, spindle speed and many
aspects of the tool, such as geometry,
orientation, feed rate, engagement direction
and cutting speed. To compound the
complexity of the task, a number of key
parameters change as the cutter progresses
through a typical machining cycle.

CUTTING FORCE CALCULATION
“At the AMRC, we’ve developed a force
model to determine the cutting force, based
on how the tool is interacting with the
workpiece, as the tool’s orientation and
feed speed change at every step in the
toolpath program,” said Berglind. “This
discrete model uses a tool mesh, with each
element comprising some aspect of force
characterisation. By having all of these
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elements acting in unison, it is possible to
sum up their characterisation frequencies
and combine their velocities. We can then
take all of the elements that are cutting at
any one point in time and move them
together in a particular direction, and come
out with a total cutting force.”
Using the AMRC’s force simulation, it is
possible to see the cutting forces as the
cutting edge rotates through a particular
region. Even rapidly changing parameters
within highly dynamic 5-axis cycles can very
quickly be accounted for in the simulation.
“As part of the Twin-Control project, we
have performed many 5-axis static force
experiments and I can report very good
results comparing measured forces to
simulated forces,” said Berglind. “However,
we have also done a lot of dynamic force
modelling. This means we can also predict
whether chatter is likely to occur at a
specific engagement between the tool and
workpiece.”
For dynamic 5-axis machining, because
of the high variability in parameters, the
AMRC has developed what it calls the
stability roadmap. So, stepping through a
part program, it is possible to predict a
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range of spindle speeds that
would be stable or unstable. In
addition, different regions of
parts will be highlighted as
showing higher or lower stability cutting
conditions.
“As we select a specific spindle
speed for one operation, we can follow
the roadmap to find regions on a component
where we expect to see chatter,” explained
Berglind. “Again, we have had good success
in actually witnessing chatter on parts in the
regions [and at the spindle speeds] we
predicted.”
Another aspect of the AMRC’s research
relates to surface location error. Wherever
there is interaction between force and a
dynamic system there will be vibration. In
machining, these vibrations cause the tool’s
cutting edges to diverge from the precise
location specified in the program. As a
result, an unexpected surface profile
(roughness) is left behind.
Said Berglind: “If we model the cutting
edge, take our force model and apply it to
the dynamic system, we are able to
simulate the tool’s vibration as it moves
through the cut. By tracing the cutting edge
as it is spinning and vibrating
simultaneously, we get a much better
picture of the surface we are actually
leaving behind. In trials, we’ve been able to
show that the simulated vibration on the
part and the corresponding surface shape
matched very closely what we measured on
the component.”
At Siemens company Samtech, a TwinControl consortium member that is driving
the ‘virtual machine work element’ of the
project, the AMRC’s cutting force model is
integrated with Samtech’s full machine

Genior Modular system performing
monitoring on a Huron machine
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Samtech multibody model of a Gepro
5-axis machine with multiple spindles
model, known as VMT (virtual machine tool).
“We have full integration with ourselves,
CADCAM software specialists ModuleWorks
and Samtech to model the tool position on
the workpiece and obtain cutting forces
throughout the entire part, based on how
the machine is moving. These forces then
go back into the full machine simulation,”
Berglind explained.

SIMPLIFIED SIMULATION FOR SPEED
In a further interesting development, the
AMRC has created a simplified version of
this model, as the full machine simulation
takes some time to run, typically a few
hours. However, for those not requiring that
level of detail, a model has been devised
that allows a quick check on the cutting
forces or chatter circumstances. The model
takes in a part program, tool geometry and
stock material, with a full component
program being run through the simulation in
just a matter of minutes.
Finally, the most recent place that the
AMRC has applied its force model to is
online simulation. Instead of simulating
individual moves in a part program, one by
one, the online application makes it
possible to actually simulate the cutting
forces in real time with the machine tool.
“In collaboration with ModuleWorks and
Artis, we have developed the capability to
stream data from the machine control
directly to our simulation,” states Berglind.
“Artis, a Marposs company, takes
measurements on the real world machine
using its Genior Modular system, an
automatic tool and process monitoring unit.
These measurements provide us with
information on the tool’s position and
spindle speed. On the simulation side, we

take this information and run it through our
model. So, we have a virtual part in our
simulation, virtually moving our cutters
following the path of the actual tools.
Whenever the path of the cutter interacts
with the virtual part, we use the data
produced to run through into our force
calculation. There are a couple of things
we have to predefine: the tool geometry
and the material stock data. We then plug
in our inputs from the actual machine so
that – in real time – we can compare the
measured forces versus simulated forces.
We can also look at things like our chatter
predictions, again in real time. So far, the
results have been pretty good.”
Right now, the AMRC says this is really
early capability, with practical uses for the
system currently under consideration. “We
have tight integration of what the machine
tool is doing and what it is simulated to do
– in real time,” said Berglind. “Ultimately, it
will be appealing to all those interested in
knowing what the machine ‘should’ be
doing. As soon as machining starts, we use
feedback from the machine to update our
model so that it better reflects what is
actually happening. Then, once we have our
model calibrated, so to speak, we can
continue to run our simulation and compare
it with real life machining. We can then start
to look at things like tool wear monitoring.
“Another potential benefit relates to tool
changes,” he added. “If we put a new tool
in, say halfway through a part, we take a
measurement and make sure our simulation
is up to speed and is accurate. Then we can
set process boundaries in real time. We
know what the forces should be, and we
know what the torque should be, so as long
as we stay in that range we should be happy
with the process. If we start to see any drift,
we can investigate the cause.
“What we don’t have the capability to do
right now is correct in real time. At present,
it’s a one-way feed from the CNC to our
simulation. Also, our roadmap only currently
considers tool dynamics; eventually, the
next step will be to include component
dynamics, which would show the roadmap in
much greater detail as material is removed
from different areas of the workpiece.”
Extended online version https://is.gd/
veyame. ■
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Fresh back from the MACH
2018 show held last month in
Birmingham, Andrew Allcock
reveals what caught his eye
at this established biennial
manufacturing technology show

XYZ Machine Tools was one of those
highlighting automation, with this
specially developed mobile unit

Automatic developments
I

t becomes increasingly difficult to spot
something new, and different, at such
events. Unless there is a sign that actually
indicates that status, it can be pretty difficult
to pick up such newness by eye as you
walk around. The truth is that, as far as
machine tools go, they are mostly uniform
boxes (guarding makes that a necessity),
differentiated initially only by their branding.
Such an observation must come as a real
slap in the face to exhibitors who are offering
highly productive technology capable of
cutting metal to tolerances of single figure
microns (a human hair is 50 micron), but we
have reached such a level that such is the
expected norm anyway. Even combination
metal additive/subtractive machines are
hardly any longer an eye-opener at shows,
although their use is a rarity, of course.
Now, that is not to say that there were not
plenty of new or recently launched products;
our previews clearly indicated otherwise, and
many of these will be listed in helpful brevity
in a June supplement, but their differences
are not so dramatic that they ‘jump off the
stand’. The most visually different feature for
this MACH, apart from its new and better
location within the Birmingham NEC complex,
was the greater availability of standard
machine load/unload automation.
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There have been machine-independent
standard systems available for some time,
it is true, from companies such Erowa (REM
Systems – https://is.gd/xehowi), System 3R
(GF Machining Solutions https://is.gd/nofata)
and Lang (Thame Workholding, https://is.gd/
fahawo), and there have clearly been
installations. But when large global machine
tool firms such as DMG Mori (https://is.gd/
equmos) and Yamazaki Mazak (https://is.gd/
otocah) ramp up their game in this area and,
perhaps more tellingly, other locally-focused
operations such as 1st MTA (https://is.gd/
wexohi), XYZ Machine Tools (https://is.gd/
kufaha) and RARUK Automation (https://
is.gd/redaya) jump in with new standard
solutions, and Thame Workholding adds to
its existing credentials with a new launch
in this area, there is
clearly a shift of gear at
play, Machinery
suggests. Robot
loading was also to be
seen on inspection
equipment supplier
stands of Bowers
Metrology (https://
is.gd/vubegu) and Taylor
Hobson (https://is.gd/
helufe), too.
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Furthermore, when robot giant ABB
(https://is.gd/lodebo) unveils a range of
standard machine-tending solutions in one
go at a UK show, you know that there must
be a belief that there is an increasingly
serious appetite for machine-tending
automation here.
The UK has long been a robot user
laggard. The latest figures from the
International Federation of Robotics (IFR), for
2016, underline that yet again. These
indicate that with its 71 robots per 10,000
manufacturing employees, the UK is below
the global average of 74 – placing is 22nd in
world rankings. We can claim to be above
China, by one place, because that country
has 68/10,000. But its adoption of robots is
so fast that it will overtake
the UK pretty quickly.
Small European
countries Sweden
and Denmark rank
fifth and sixth, with
figures of 223 and

ABB launched a range
of machine-tending
robot systems
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Bowers’ stand sported robot automation

211 respectively, above the USA in seventh
place, but it is South Korea, Singapore,
Germany and Japan, in that order, that are
the top four. France boasts a figure of 132
and Italy 185 for yet more European
comparison, 18th and eighth respectively.
The total worldwide stock of operational
industrial robots at the end of 2016
increased by 12% to about 1.8 million units,
reports IFR. Most robots are sold into the
automotive (103,300 units) and electronics
industries (91,300 units) – accounting for a
share of 35% of 2016’s total supply for the
former and 31% units for the latter. ‘Metal
and machinery’ industry is the next largest
sales area, notching up 28,700 unit sales in
2016 (just under 10% of total supply); this is
where machine tending robots not elsewhere
captured typically sit.
In our, March issue (p44) we wrote about
the increase in the availability of standard
automation, highlighting DMG Mori’s and
Yamazaki Mazak’s recent moves in this area
with more standard set-ups, as well as
Engineering Technology Group’s (https://
is.gd/ulufay) Halter system and Hydrafeed’s
(https://is.gd/ocihol) RoboJob, of which Mills
CNC (https://is.gd/edocag) is a keen
promoter, having a unit at MACH 2018.
A review of that article will offer relevant
information, so let’s concentrate on the
MACH 2018 introductions from ABB, XYZ,
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1st MTA, RARUK and Thame Workholding.
The eight launches from ABB are, in fact,
established products already having a track
record, as they hail from acquired company
SVIA, a leading provider of robot automation
cells for machine tending. Headquartered in
Jönköping, Sweden, SVIA was acquired in
May 2016 (full release: https://is.gd/palini).
The company builds automated solutions for
machine tending processes, using robots to
feed components to lathes and mills, and to
secondary processes like assembly, washing
and part marking. Machinery was told that
there are some 1,000 installations, with
about 40 in the UK market. The success
story that ABB Robotics promotes in this
country is Castings Plc, which is using the
standard FP600 unit for a casting fettling
process. It installed 21 units in a single year
and has ordered another four (full story:
https://is.gd/ugolur).
ABB Robotics calls its machine-tending
family FlexLoader and highlighted six of the
eight models at the show: FP300 and FP400
for bulk storage, vision-guided random
picking duties; FP600 (replaces fixtures with
traditional conveyors, is very flexible and has
no limits for size or weight of workpieces)
and FP800 (a fully automated feeder for all
kinds of workpieces, picking straight from the
pallet, as long as the workpieces are semi-

Lang Robo-Trex with vertical vices

1st MTA now offers EasyBox

oriented or arranged in layers, with or without
dividers); and SC3000 and SC6000 highly
standardised solutions, complete with
guarding enclosure.
The SC3000 was the model most
highlighted (image, p19). Able to serve two
machines, this features separate input and
output conveyors (one above the other);
parts are placed manually on the top
conveyor in a uniform manner, as regards
spacing and orientation; the system is very
easily programmed to ‘see’ parts and grip
them in the same place each time. Maximum
robot capacity for this system is 20 kg, but
the MACH-demonstrated parts were well
under 0.5 kg. ABB says this solution can
increase machine tool utilisation by as much
as 60%, while reducing operating costs. The
larger SC6000 (parts up to 60 kg) similarly
offers a 60% utilisation boost.
The Lang Robo-Trex offered by Thame
Workholding builds on the previous Lang EcoTower system, but is centred around the
ability to work with up to 120 vices (part size:
120 by 120 by 100 mm) or 168 vices (part
size: 120 by 100 by 70 mm) via up to four
roll-in/roll-out trolleys that hold Lang MakroGrip Robo 77 vices vertically (video: https://
is.gd/usakon) – this vertical orientation is a
key feature, offering space-efficient storage
of 30 or 42 vices/trolley. Weight handling
capacity is 12 kg.
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RARUK
introduced
ProFeeder (p24)

1st MTA is working with French company
Engineering Data, located in Fondettes, near
Tours, whose modular pallet handling
systems are claimed to increase production
output from non-pallet-change machining
centres by up to 50%. Designed to automate
small to medium batch production, at MACH
the demonstration model was an EasyBox
T30 (image, p20), a compact system with a
footprint of 2 m2 that can serve a machine
from the left, right or front. Pallet capacity is
either 42 or 64 units, and the 3-axis robot
can handle parts up to 200 by 200 by 180
mm and up to 30 kg (workpiece, fixture and
pallet). A touch-screen panel for operating
the robot is easily interfaced with all major
types of machine tool control. Half a day’s
training is all that is needed for an operator
to be conversant with the system. System
price is put at €80,000 and up.
A larger EasyBox T100 for handling
pallets of 100 kg will be available from the
second quarter of 2018. Also offered are a
rail-mounted linear version, L-range, for
feeding up to six machining centres, as well

New names & name changes
■ 600 UK announced its new name at the exhibition; it will now be
Colchester Machining Solutions (https://is.gd/ehaxin). This
employs the 600 Group’s best-known machine tool brand and also
more helpfully alludes to the broader offering now available from
the company. Colchester Machine Tool Solutions will still promote
its existing portfolio of: Colchester/Harrison – manual, CNC
combination and slantbed CNC turning centres (the new Typhoon
model was launched at MACH); Clausing workshop machine tools
and MillPWR CNC mills; Pratt Burnerd International workholding
solutions; and Gamet Bearings, precision machine tool bearings.
■ A brand not seen so prominently at a MACH event before, FFG
(Fair Friend Group), was very visible and underlines the operation’s
increasing interest in the UK market. Within FFG Europe & Americas
(the European operation headquartered in Eislingen, Germany) can
be found well-known brands of VDF Boehringer, Hessapp, IMAS,
Jobs, MAG, Meccanodora, Modul, Morara, Pfiffner, Rambaudi,
Sachman, Sigma, SMS, Tacchella and Witzig & Frank. Most
recently, Chemnitz, Germany-based gear machine specialist MHD
has joined the family. Most of these brands will now be available in
the UK through MT Squared (https://is.gd/fefove – formerly MAG
Maintenance UK, which was formerly Cincinnati Machine).
Taiwan-headquartered FFG claims some 40 machine tool brands
in total and 54 operational bases globally, and has almost 10,000
staff across all its activities, which additionally take in industrial
equipment and green energy (corporate profile: https://is.gd/
afoxig). Revenue in 2015 was US$3.8 billion, US$2.3 billion of that
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centred on its machine tools division. On those figures, the
company claimed to be global number three in machine tools,
behind, first, DMG Mori and, second, Yamazaki Mazak.
But UK distributor MT Squared not only offers FFG machine tool
product, its scope also takes in products that do not compete,
such as Waldrich Siegen, Union Chemnitz and a particularly
interesting example of arc-weld-based metal additive manufacturing
technology from German company Gefertech, called 3DMP (video:
https://is.gd/enomah). The latter is particularly relevant to
aerospace structural parts (image, p24), with MT Squared
managing director John Boyd telling Machinery that such
components can be produced at half the price of a machined-fromsolid approach.
■ Wohlhaupter tooling was displayed prominently on Kingswinfordbased Allied Machine and Engineering (Europe)’s stand – previously
known as Allied Maxcut, but following its full acquisition by USheadquartered Allied Machine and Engineering in 2015, came the
name change. And in September 2016, Allied Machine &
Engineering acquired a majority of the shares of Wohlhaupter GmbH
of Frickenhausen, Germany, hence the MACH display.
■ Metrology Direct (https://is.gd/nanata) is undergoing a change of
name to better reflect its broader activities, adopting ‘Sempre’ as
the family name for various activities: Sempre Industrial Metrology;
Sempre Measurement Instruments; Sempre Engineering Services;
and Sempre Lean Enterprise. The change takes place on 1 June
this year.
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Left: XYZ Machine Tools’ MD, Nigel Atherton, is bringing HP plastic additive manufacturing (AM) technology
to the engineering sector – Right: MT Squared has arc-welded metal AM technology to offer (box, p22)
as a 350° R-range rotary version for feeding
one or two machining centres. Related
EasyClamp self-centring vices are also
available.
XYZ Machine Tools has worked with
Adelphi Automation (https://is.gd/tonijo) to
develop its wheeled, mobile Robo-Tend
solution (image, p19). Based around a selfcontained KUKA Cybertech KR10 R1420
robot with a rated total load of 10 kg (larger
capacity robots are available), the robot is
managed via the KUKA KRC4 compact robot
controller, which is integrated within the
system’s handle. This handle is used to
manoeuvre and reposition the robot in front
of the machine, with the robot’s vision
system then used to calibrate position, using

an orientation plate fixed to the machine.
With the robot in place, parts are
presented to it via a storage trolley. These
are held in four drawers accessed from each
side – internally, by the robot, externally, by
the operator. These drawers are configurable
to allow for a mix of raw material blanks and
finished parts. For bigger components, the
drawer system can be changed or a conveyor
system fitted. Location/orientation pegs
within the drawers ensure parts are loaded
correctly. Once in place, the robot locks on to
the storage trolley and automatically
identifies its contents.
Finally, RARUK unveiled the ProFeeder
unit (image, p22), a compact, mobile and
modular robot cell system that can be easily

moved between machines to increase
productivity. The ProFeeder unit is actually
just the part transport and storage element
of the system, made by Danish firm
EasyRobotics, but it was married to a
Universal Robot collaborative robot (see also
p10) – it was the only system listed here that
makes use of a collaborative robot, so
requires no guarding. Universal Robots’ units
have a capacity of up to 10 kg. The
demonstrated model is one of three
ProFeeder versions available, each having
different part capacities (full details: https://
is.gd/ogacux). EasyRobotics claims a payback
of less than a year for the displayed system,
which is said to be suitable for two-shift
working. ■

HP demonstrates interest in metalcutting sector
HP is getting serious about its additive manufacturing in the
market served by metalcutting machine tool makers, appointing
XYZ Machine Tools and Matsuura (https://is.gd/voxovu) as
distributors for its Multi-Jet Fusion 4200, plastic material-based
additive manufacturing system that is suitable for individual
bespoke components, short runs or mass production. With build
speeds up to 4,500 cm3/hour, printing production quality parts at
up to 10-times faster and at half the cost of comparable 3D
printing systems is its claim to fame. HP’s printer technology is
capable of delivering 30 million drops per second across each
inch of working area, with this level of concentration, in
combination with HP’s fusing and detail agents, allowing
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extremely fine detail and dimensional accuracy to be produced.
Layer thicknesses as small as 0.07/0.08 mm are achievable.
Matsuura is already in the metal additive space with its Lumex
Avance combined additive/subtractive machines, but it is XYZ’s
first step into this area. The move to add 3D printing to its
portfolio is seen by XYZ Machine Tools as a logical step, and the
HP system, with its production orientation, sits perfectly
alongside XYZ’s existing metalcutting portfolio, the company
believes. “We are excited about this development, as HP is
evolving this technology and taking it to new levels, in terms of
applying it as a true production process,” says Nigel Atherton,
managing director (pictured, top left).
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EXHIBITION PREVIEW MANUFACTURING & ENGINEERING, NEWCASTLE, 4-5 JULY

Nissan’s dissected allelectric Leaf car will
be present

Northern
lights
The award-winning Manufacturing & Engineering exhibition and conference, returns to Newcastle, taking
place from 4-5 July, and remains the event for industry professionals in the North of England to see
new products and services, obtain high quality business advice, as well as try out the latest machines,
production equipment or design tools

A

n exciting development for
Manufacturing & Engineering in 2018
is that the event will be participating
in the Great Exhibition of the North’s
‘Inspired By’ programme of events (https://
is.gd/etajur) that celebrate manufacturing
technology and design engineering and their
importance to the economy of the Northern
Powerhouse.
The Manufacturing & Engineering event
comprises three key elements of keynote
conference sessions from industry leader,
practical workshops and an exhibition of
leading suppliers – and is delivered in
association with Eureka, Machinery and
Manufacturing Management magazines.
Education and knowledge sharing plays a
pivotal role at Manufacturing & Engineering.
Visitors can choose between a programme
of keynote conference sessions and
practical workshop seminars covering every
element of the design and manufacturing
process from CAD to customer (see p28).
Nissan will open day-one of the
conference with Ian Green discussing how
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employers can champion careers in
manufacturing for the benefit of the whole
UK economy.
Day-two opens with Stuart Reilly of Toyota
Material Handling, looking at materials
handling technology and innovation, where
we are now and what the future holds.
Further highlights include the HypED team
from the University of Edinburgh, who will
demonstrate the design challenges behind
Hyperloop technology developed for the
SpaceX project. Rowan Crozier, chairman of

Manufacturing Assembly Network (MAN),
discusses how collaboration has been the
key to success for members of the MAN
group. The Advanced Propulsion Centre’s
Philippa Oldham will discuss maintaining the
UK’s leading position as an automotive
manufacturer alongside the challenge of
zero emission vehicle development.
The practical workshops at this year’s
show offer a wide variety of learning
opportunities to support industrial
innovation. Spaces are limited, so be sure to

M&E 2018 exhibitors
3D Systems – Advanced Adhesives – Advanced Manufacturing Forum – Advantex Network
Solutions – AMAP: Institute for Automotive and Manufacturing Advanced Practice –
Autodesk – Beckhoff Automation – Bell Truck & Van – Chester Machine Tools – Clarity
Visual Management – Demob Job – EEF: the manufacturers’ organisation – Eemits
Communications – Enwa Water Technology – Euroserv – GOM UK – Indysoft Europe
– Keyence – Lighthouse (UK) – Lookers Volkswagen Centre Newcastle – Max Recycle
– Olympus Technologies – Peli Products – Radwell International – Rapitypes – Roomex –
RUD Chains – Schunk Intec – Symetri – Theorem Solutions – Toyota Material Handling –
Trumpf -– Tyne Valley Plastics – Week2Week – Zeiss
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EXHIBITION PREVIEW MANUFACTURING & ENGINEERING, NEWCASTLE, 4-5 JULY

Full conference programme
Day one
08:30-09:15
09:30-10:15
10:30-11:15

11:30-12:15
12:30-13:15
13:30-14:15
14:30-15:15

Day two
08:30-09:15

09:30-10:15
10:30-11:15

11:30-12:15
12:30-13:15
13:30-14:15

Championing manufacturing for the beneﬁt of the whole UK economy
Ian Green, Nissan Motor Manufacturing
Hyperloop – the technology, the challenges, the future
HYPED - Edinburgh University
Transitioning the UK automotive sector to become low carbon
Philippa Oldham, Head of National Network Programmes,
Advanced Propulsion Centre
Starting your AR, MR or VR journey
Neil Wharton, Business Development Manager, Theorem Solutions
Modular battery systems for on- and off-highway applications
Stephen Irish, Commercial MD, Hyperdrive Innovation
Ebac
David Land, CEO, Ebac
Collaboration – the key to manufacturing competitiveness
Rowan Crozier, Chairman of Manufacturing Assembly
Network (MAN), Brandauer

Toyota – Leading with Innovation
Stuart Reilly, Regional Business Development Manager,
Toyota Material Handling
Human Machine Interfaces for the Smart Factory
Chris Freeman, IMG Theme Lead – Digital Manufacturing, AMRC
3D Printing in Heavy Engineering
Asif Moghal, Senior Industry Manager, Design & Manufacturing,
Autodesk
Automotive & Manufacturing Advanced Practice (AMAP)
Roger O’Brien, AMAP
Leading the Journey to Industry-Leading Performance
Dennis McCarthy, Consultant, DAK Consulting
Manufacturing & the Up-Skill Battle
Verity Davidge, Head of Education & Skills, EEF

book your preferred sessions early.
Sessions to note include those from Clarity
Visual Management, 3D Systems and Toyota
Material Handling.
In addition, the North East Maintenance
Forum with the Automotive & Manufacturing
Advance Practise (AMAP), will once again
this year be hosting their quarterly
discussion and networking session at the
event (see above for full conference
programme).
This show edition will bring together even
more local suppliers, alongside global
organisations. Exhibiting companies cover a
wide range of technologies and services,
such as visual management tools from
Clarity Visual Management, metrology
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See engineering marvels up
close

Meet new suppliers

Learn at conference sessions

technologies from Zeiss and GOM UK,
design and manufacturing software from
Autodesk and virtual and augmented reality
technologies from Theorem Solutions, to
highlight just a few. Visitors will be able to
source suppliers, benchmark capabilities
and secure contracts that will help their
businesses remain competitive on a global
scale.
Alongside the exhibition and conference,
there will be several new feature exhibits to
inspire and enthuse visitors. These include
the UK’s first Hyperloop prototype pod,
Nissan’s dissected all-electric Leaf car and
Sunderland University’s Formula Student
2018 car. The Hyperloop pod has been
developed by the award-winning Hyped,

University of Edinburgh Hyperloop team. The
cut-away Leaf, on loan from Make-itSunderland, has been used in Nissan’s
advertising campaign and demonstrates the
engineering skills and expertise used to
produce this advanced vehicle. The Formula
Student single seater has been developed
by engineering students at Sunderland
University to race in this year’s competition
a Silverstone.
This free, two-day event allows visitors to
tailor their agenda to suit their own specific
interests and learning requirements. It’s
quick and easy to register. Just visit www.
mfgengineeringshow.co.uk to book your free
place and select the sessions in which you
would like to participate. ■
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Wing Commander Andy Green OBE
unveils the ofﬁcial plaque that both
celebrates the FDC and Renishaw’s
new educational partnership with the
Bloodhound project; inset below, left,
the titanium Bloodhound steering
wheel, courtesy of Renishaw additive
manufacturing (AM) technology; inset
below, right, Richard Jenkins,
assistant head teacher at Radyr
Comprehensive, speaks
enthusiastically – three year-9 groups
are time-tabled at the FDC every
week, with years 11, 12 and 13 also
using it. The FDC both inspires
students to continue with STEM
subjects and exposes them to 21st
century manufacturing, he said,
adding that “science ﬁction has
become fact”, because students can
make what they could previously only
draw

Reaching out
The ofﬁcial opening of Renishaw’s Fabrication Development Centre (FDC) took place at the end of March
with the Bloodhound 1,000 mph land speed record attempt driver Wing Commander Andy Green OBE
performing the task. This adds to Renishaw's existing school outreach activities. Andrew Allcock reports

R

enishaw has operated a major
educational outreach programme
for many years. It offers work
experience places (148 last year), runs
summer schools (60 in 2017), offers
industrial placements (40 last year), takes
on apprentices (45 during 2017) and has
130+ STEM ambassadors (a third of
whom are female). Typical school
outreach activities take in career talks,
visits to Renishaw’s facilities, technology
teardowns, teacher CPD, workshops to
support the curriculum, while there is also
engagement with Brownie and Guide
groups. The company engaged with
around 8,000 people last year.
Of course, schools can’t afford latest
kit to support their design, technology and
engineering activities, hence the FDC,
which is equipped with modern equipment
and where, importantly, industrial context
can be given through factory tours.
The official opening of the 250 m2 FDC
at the company’s Miskin, Pontyclun,
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Wales site comes following one full school
year of operation, during which it engaged
with 500 primary school children and
1,170 secondary school children in
support of their curriculum studies. This
school year, the operation has seen 600
primary and 550 secondary students
attend as at 29 March, with 3,000-4,000
students likely to pass through the FDC
this year. Having two workshops able to
accommodate 15 students each, the
facility can be booked online, but demand
is already high, with bookings through to
June.
Renishaw’s need for new talent is
clear. Since 2009, its global head count
has moved from 1,850 to more than
4,700, with some 2,900 of its employees
in the UK today, 370 at the Miskin site.
“Today, we still have hundreds of
vacancies,” says head of communications
Chris Pockett. And there is high
competition for people from other
engineering companies, he adds. ■
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TRAINING & EDUCATION INSPIRING THE NEXT GENERATION

 This programmable LED board supports coding
education; BBC ‘Micro:bit’ units are also used in support of
such training

 A class of students is
involved here in producing an
ergonomic bottle grip

 In context: students attending the FDC can see parts
being machined (main pic), inspection probe styli and
electronic PCBs being assembled, dental and medical parts
being made via additive manufacturing (inset, left) and
additive manufacturing machines being assembled (inset,
below) at Miskin. The site was acquired from Robert Bosch
in 2012 and has 500,000 ft2 of space that is about twothirds full, but there are plans for a facility next door of
the same size

 A bank of 3D printers for plastic
materials is available for use within the FDC,
a Bloodhound model can be seen in front
of them. Renishaw is also operating a 3D
printer loan programme supported by a ﬂeet
of 10 machines, so schools can make use
of them on-site. Education outreach ofﬁcer
Simon Biggs is pictured
 This car is one of the projects – 9-11-yearold Greenpower Goblin race class vehicle
All images: Andrew Allcock
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After just one day of training,
JAW Engineering could
start producing parts on its
ProTurn lathe

Productivity turn-round
Steed Webzell ﬁnds out how new investment at three very different machine shops – JAW Engineering,
Fairbrother & Grimshaw and Optimas Solutions – is delivering a competitive edge

F

or over 30 years, JAW Engineering has
provided local industry with low-volume
subcontract capacity and emergency
breakdown support from its location in
Magdale on the outskirts of Huddersfield.
Until now, all of its machining has been
carried out on manual equipment that is
reliant on highly skilled operators, including
company founder John White. Now, with
John’s son Stuart taking on the management
of the family business, the time was right to
look to the future and move into CNC.
“Our work is often short-notice
breakdown support or the production of
small batches, say 50-off, for a range of
customers, involved in anything from
servicing agricultural equipment, to
manufacturing electric motors and
pharmaceutical products,” explains director
Stuart White. “Due to the nature of the
work, we thought that our range of manual
machines, combined with the experience
and skills we have available, was ideal.
However, I became aware that we were
losing some business to competitors with
CNC machines and, while it had been 20
years since I last operated a CNC machine,
I knew we had to invest.”
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With White’s lack of recent experience in
CNC, he turned to a long-standing customer
for advice, and was invited in to see
ProtoTRAK-controlled machines supplied by
XYZ Machine Tools (https://is.gd/kufaha)
first hand. “The opportunity to chat with
guys on the shopfloor was fascinating, as
not one of them had a bad word to say
about XYZ,” says White. “Furthermore,
seeing the ProtoTRAK control in action
convinced me that it was the best solution
to take us from manual to CNC machinery.”

VISIT TO SHOWROOM
Encouraged by what he saw and heard,
White paid a visit to XYZ Machine Tools’
showroom in Sheffield for a demonstration
and made the decision to purchase an SLX
425 ProTURN lathe. With its 480 mm swing
over bed (700 mm in the gap), between
centres distance of 1,250 mm (2,000 mm
option), 80 mm spindle bore and 7.5 kW
spindle motor with speeds up to 2,500 rpm
in three ranges, the SLX is capable of taking
on a lot of JAW Engineering’s current work.
By introducing CNC in the form of the
ProtoTRAK control, White is looking to
future-proof the business, as finding skilled

manual machine operators is increasingly
difficult.
“After just one day of training, I was
happy to come back and start producing
parts,” says White. “The addition of CNC is
allowing us to do more complex work than
previously. We are more efficient as the
control speeds up operations that manually
would take much longer, such as screw
cutting. Furthermore, by storing the
programs we can quickly repeat parts as
and when they are required.”
White has also seen a change in the type
of work being offered by customers, now
that he has CNC capability. And, while there
will always be a role for manual machines in
offering a repair service to certain
customers, JAW Engineering is finding that
new doors are opening in terms of
production work.
“I don’t think we will ever completely
move away from manual machines, but the
experience with the XYZ ProTURN lathe has
opened our eyes to the possibilities of CNC
for a business like ours,” White confirms.
“There is now scope to expand our
customer base and develop our subcontract
production capability by investing in
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TURNING LATHES DRIVE PRODUCTIVITY

additional XYZ machines, whether with the
ProtoTRAK or Siemens control.”
Another company reporting an increase
in work following recent investment can be
found on the other side of the Pennines,
at Blackburn-based Fairbrother & Grimshaw
Engineering. Soon after taking delivery of a
Harrison Alpha 1550XS CNC lathe from 600
UK (now Colchester Machine Tool Solutions
https://is.gd/ehaxin), the company began to
see an upturn in orders, largely thanks to
the machine’s versatility for taking on larger
capacity turn-mill jobs.
Fairbrother & Grimshaw is a subcontract
engineering business that specialises in
CNC milling, turning and boring. The
company has a large, loyal customer base
across industries such as paper,
automotive, plastics and food. Special focus
is placed on project engineering for
customers.
Says director Neil Grimshaw: “When our
customers contact us, they are looking to
solve production issues, so understanding
the application and how it works is
important. In many cases, we ask our
engineers to either improve the parts or
processes involved.
“We are firm believers of pushing what
we do with the latest technology; standing
still is not an option,” he adds. “We ask our
workforce to be the best in everything they
do, which means investment in recruiting
and training apprentices to ensure that
skills are passed on. The Alpha manual/
CNC lathe is ideal in that sense as it

The Takamaz XY120 Plus machine operating at Barton
is a bar-fed, multi-axis CNC machine having main and
sub-spindle (p34)

represents an easy switch from turning
manually to using CNC with the minimum of
training.”
The company already has some
Colchester manual turning machines and a
range of VMCs and CNC turning centres
from various suppliers, but large capacity
turning applications were proving difficult to
manage.
“The Alpha XS has helped us raise the
bar and add a different dimension to our
turning capability, and we are taking on
more work as a result,” Grimshaw offers.

The 2 m between centres Alpha 1550XS
has a swing over bed of 554 mm and a
104 mm spindle bore. With its 15 kW
motor, spindle speeds on the machine can
reach up to 2,000 rpm.
“We had a batch of rollers to make for a
paper industry customer where we were
asked to achieve a surface finish of N6 or
better,” the director continues. “On a couple
of previous occasions we had struggled to
achieve repeatability with our existing
manual machines. However, after buying the
Alpha and working with our tooling supplier,

Twenty yearsÕ service & still going strong
In 1997, Rosario di Gerlando and José Freire took delivery of its
very first Deco sliding-head lathe from Tornos (https://is.gd/
pafeku). Still in use today at Lauener’s facility in Boudry,
Switzerland, a factory that specialises in products for the
watchmaking and medical sectors, the meter currently displays
76,301 hours of operational use. Today, the company has
almost 150 machine tools, but within the workshop dedicated to
medical products, only Tornos Deco and EvoDeco machines are
in place.
Both the kinematic system and programming of the first Deco
machines from 1996 are similar to those of the more recent
EvoDeco series. During that time, numerous attachments and
toolholders have been provided with an interchangeable design.
“We decided to purchase Tornos machines, due to their
flexibility, productivity and precision, and they did not disappoint,”
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says Freire. “The machines fully meet current requirements and
will certainly meet the future needs of the business. Tornos
machines are extremely versatile and we can produce virtually
any part on them. For us, the kinematic system and PELD
language are the really strong points of the Deco and EvoDeco
models. When producing complex parts, the machines remain the
best on the market; they can produce workpieces that no
competing model can realise.”
Asked about the responsiveness and quality of the Tornos
service, Freire says: “We are fully satisfied with our relationship
with Tornos and we are following the evolution of their products
with great interest, especially the new multi-spindle lathes. For
almost two years, we have been noticing that Tornos is following
an even more customer-oriented approach, and this is certainly
confirmed by our machine acquisition decisions.”
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TURNING LATHES DRIVE PRODUCTIVITY
Tornos machines have been
providing reliability to Lauener for
over 20 years (p33)

who recommended inserts that allowed us
to actually achieve an N2 finish across the
whole batch – which is down to the stability
and accuracy of the Alpha lathe – every
piece was identical, from start to finish.
“We did consider other lathes, but once
we saw the Alpha, there was never any
doubt in our minds, as no other competing
product could match the combination of
flexibility, accuracy and value for money,”
he continues. “The bonus with the Alpha is
that you can choose the mode in which you
want to work. Additionally, the Fanuc Oi-TF
control is totally compatible with many of
our other turning machines, so we can
switch jobs, if needed.”

LOW-VOLUME FASTENER CAPABILITY
Flexibility was also a key factor for Optimas
Solutions, a specialist in the manufacture
of fasteners and similar components, when
it recently invested in a Takamaz XY120
Plus CNC lathe. The company wanted to
offer its customers a new way of receiving
low-volume parts with greater expediency
than normally possible. Takamaz machines
are available in the UK from Warwick
Machinery (https://is.gd/tifare).
The Takamaz XY120 Plus can quickly
produce a range of parts in quantities of up
to 5,000 pieces. This rapid component
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delivery service will be offered by Optimas’
UK manufacturing arm, Barton, as part of a
new worldwide express service (Optimas
acquired Droitwich-based Barton Cold-Form
in 2015). The service is aimed primarily at
the automotive, petrochemical and other,
fast-moving industrial sectors, where
securing low-volume parts on short lead
times is important in meeting launch dates
and project or development deadlines.
Typically, cold forging is the optimum
route to supplying fastener-type components
in high quantities. However, when specifying
parts for small volume production runs,
such as prototypes or samples, the cold
forging process can be inefficient, due to
the time taken to develop the required
tooling and machine set-up. Instead,
producing small volume components on the
Takamaz can offer a lead time reduction
from weeks to days.
Andrew Nuttall, director at Barton,
expands on the relevance to customers:
“Increased responsiveness equals a
strengthened and agile supply chain for
small volume batches, reducing the
pressure on procurement and production
teams, due to decreased lead times. This
need has been identified through
collaboration between ourselves and our
supply partners – actively addressing a

traditional supply constraint. The new
service is in line with our overall service aim
of providing all components to
manufacturers as fast as feasibly possible:
to streamline design, development and
production activities.”
Optimas and Barton are both accredited
to supply components under the new IATF
16949 standard for quality management.
Fasteners manufactured from all types of
materials are available, including exotic
materials, titanium and high temperature
alloys. A variety of base plating options can
also be offered. Male components provided
by the express service include hex, flange
and banjo bolts, plus double-ended studs
and solid rivets, ranging from M5 to M22
diameter at a maximum length of 330 mm.
Female variants include nuts, spacers,
special forgings and fittings up to a
maximum 42 mm diameter.
The Takamaz XY120 Plus machine
operating at Barton is a bar-fed, multi-axis
CNC machine. Its ability to turn-mill and tap
at both ends ensures an integrated and
expedient process, which is further aided by
the machine’s 12-station driven-tool turret.
Coupled with the fitted Hydrafeed (https://
is.gd/ocihol) bar feed equipment, production
of parts is said to be fast, versatile and
automated. ■
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GRINDING, HONING & SURFACE FINISHING GROUND-IN ADVANTAGES

Surface benefits

R&D Leverage has installed its
second Studer S31 cylindrical
grinder, supplied by Micronz

Toolmakers, subcontractors, machine builders, pump manufacturers and tool grinding shops are among
those beneﬁting from recently installed grinding machines, as Steed Webzell reports

S

utton-in-Ashfield-based R&D Leverage,
which provides technical solutions
to the European plastic packaging
industry, believes that purchasing the
best available, most productive machines
provides the levels of efficiency that
enables it to compete in what is a fiercely
competitive sector. This is reflected in the
company’s most recently installed machine,
a Studer S31 cylindrical grinder, from UK
agenet Micronz (https://is.gd/ohequv), the
second such model on site.
Having been pleased with the
performance of its first Studer S31, everincreasing demand for the company’s
moulds prompted the purchase of a second
machine from the Swiss manufacturer.
Say R&D Leverage UK’s managing
director, Alan Tolley: “When investing in
machine tools, our aim is to maintain
high quality standards and, mindful of our
constant quest for further efficiencies, to
produce moulds faster than previously.
“Before purchasing our first Studer
S31, we searched for a machine that
would satisfy both our quality and
efficiency requirements. Having witnessed
demonstrations of several suitable
machines, we decided that the Studer S31
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ticked all of our boxes. We specified the
machine to match our exact needs and,
given the good reputation of the Studer
brand, we were pleasantly surprised that the
supplied quote was very close to the cost of
other, less capable grinders.”

SINGLE-CLAMPING APPROACH
Studer’s S31 CNC universal cylindrical
grinding machine, as purchased by R&D
Leverage, is designed for the grinding in a
single clamping of medium-sized workpieces
having external and internal features. The
installed machine can tackle workpieces
having a maximum weight of 80 kg held
within its 650 mm between-centres capacity.
It also boasts a centre height of 175 mm
and a grinding wheel diameter of 500 mm.
External grinding wheels with a diameter of
500 mm and a width of 63 mm are fitted
to the spindle shaft ends. High frequency
spindles with an external diameter of 120
mm are used for internal grinding, while the
machine’s C-axis work-head enables form
and thread grinding.
“Following its installation, the ease
of use of the Studer grinder meant that
it was soon turning out the promised
volumes of ground components with
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excellent dimensional and surface finish
characteristics,” reveals Tolley.”
The story of success is similar at
Manchester-based Ashton Jig & Tool,
which, as well as supplying press tools,
jigs and fixtures to local industry, has
evolved to become a first- and second-tier
subcontract machining supplier to many
blue-chip businesses from the energy and
pharmaceutical sectors. Ashton recently
needed to invest as part of its remit to
meet a specific customer requirement for
larger capacity work.
Turning to RK International Machine
Tools (https://is.gd/akecub), the company
invested in a Perfect PFG-50150AHR
column-type surface grinder that, with its
500 by 1,500 mm table capacity, was
well matched to the work in hand. The
machine’s automatic shutdown facility also
allows an element of unmanned operation,
as it will switch itself off, once the required
passes have been completed.
“Having the auto shutdown feature is
beneficial, as it generates extra production
hours and means we are confident in
walking away and leaving the machine
running,” explains managing director Jon
Clifton.
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for what we needed. Furthermore, we could
have it delivered within three days of our
initial phone call. The service provided by
RK was exceptional; they knew we were
desperate for the machine but did not try
to capitalise on our situation, with regard
to its cost.”
With both machines now installed
side by side at Ashton Jig & Tool,
performance in the areas of dimensional
tolerance and surface finish is described
as “exceptional”, in comparison to the
company’s previous capability.

FIRST UK INSTALLATION
“Having the auto shutdown feature is beneﬁcial, as it generates extra production
hours and means we are conﬁdent in walking away and leaving the machine
running,” explains Ashton Jig & Tool managing director Jon Clifton (to the rear)
of the company’s Perfect PFG-50150AHR column-type surface grinder
While this first Perfect grinder was being
built, Ashton Jig & Tool faced more grinding
pressure when an old machine it had
been using for many years, in the words
of Clifton, “blew up”. With the machine
beyond economic repair, the company once

again contacted RK International.
“Given the urgency of the second
machine, we were relieved to hear that
RK had a machine in stock, a Perfect PFGD4080AH saddle-type surface grinder,” he
says. “Its 400 by 800 mm table was ideal

Elsewhere, Master Abrasives (https://
is.gd/pifohe) says it has sold and installed
its first Micromatic grinding machine in
the UK, an ECO-200 universal grinder, at
Coventry-based Earlsdon Technology,
a builder of special-purpose machine tools
for industries such as aerospace and
automotive.
Brian Little, toolroom supervisor at
Earlsdon, recognised the importance
of choosing a cost-effective machine
having the necessary precision and
versatility to meet the company’s wide

High productivity tool grinding
■ Coventry-based Exactaform’s recently opened £5.8m facility is
home to 12 tool grinding machines from Vollmer (https://is.gd/
kahuqu), including six QWD750H, three QXD200, a QXD250, a
QWD760 and now the next-generation Vgrind 160. In 2012,
Exactaform reported annual growth in the region of 25%, as its
then seven Vollmer machines were running up to 158 hours out
of a possible 168 every week. This level of automation and
company growth has continued over the past five years, with staff
levels rising from 13 to 63, and turnover almost quadrupling from
£2 million to £7 million.
Exactaform recently developed its latest line of cutting tools,
the Aero Carb diamond-coated two- and four-flute end-mills for
composite machining, and the Aero-Ti line of end-mills for
titanium and aerospace alloys. Aiming to ramp up volumes, the
company wanted to improve its production efficiency. The answer
arrived in the form of the Vgrind 160.
Company director Jamie White explains: “We wanted the
Vgrind for grinding pockets on small diameter tools. The
combination of the 16,000 rpm high frequency spindle and the
facility for loading small grinding wheels instantly gave us the
ability to pocket-grind tools in the 6 mm diameter range. This
isn’t feasible with typical grinding wheels in the 70 mm diameter
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range and slower spindle speeds. The benefit was instant; we
went from eroding tool pockets in 45 minutes to grinding them on
the Vgrind in just two minutes.”
■ In India, ANCA is reporting that Aurangabad-based Aayudh Tools
has increased productivity by 30%, after it installed MX5 and TX7
tool grinding machines from ANCA (https://is.gd/okiwoq).
Discussing the benefits of the machines, founder and director
of Aayudh Tools, Hemant Dadhe, says: “ANCA helped us to
achieve much needed web-centrality at the centre point of the
tool. The centrality of that web, compared with the X and Y axes,
needs to be controlled within 10 micron to improve tool
performance. This was something we were not able to achieve
earlier. It might seem like there is hardly any difference between
the finish of mid-range machines and high-end machines, but the
difference can certainly be seen at micron level. ANCA machines
helped us to achieve high accuracy and repeatability. The minute
difference in geometries improves tool life and reliability, which is
very important for us.”
With the help of ANCA’s MX5 and TX7, Aayudh Tools has
increased productivity by about 30% and is now looking to enter
new and challenging sectors, such as aerospace.
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GRINDING, HONING & SURFACE FINISHING GROUND-IN ADVANTAGES

Micromatic Grinding Technologies’ engineer, Sachin (left), with engineers at Earlsdon
Technology in front of the newly installed ECO-200 grinding machine
ranging requirements. “The ECO-200
was purchased on the basis that it will,
in the long term, provide cost savings
in producing customised tooling for the
bespoke requirements of our customers

and reduce the risk of causing delays in
machine manufacture and approval.
“Currently, we send this type of work
out to subcontractors, but cannot rely
on a speedy reaction or the geometrical

accuracy required,” he continues.
“The ECO-200 will provide an in-house
service that can be easily controlled to
suit the demands and timeframe of our
own machine production, meeting the
necessary precision.”
Earlsdon’s machine boasts 400 mm
between centres an additional internal
grinding spindle. The nitride-hardened steel
spindle on the wheel head runs in multipoint hydrodynamic bearings to promote
rigidity and damping.
At another OEM, pump manufacturer
Netzsch, a ‘special version’ Zenith 400
helical profile grinding machine from
Precision Technologies Group (PTG)
company, Holroyd Precision (https://is.gd/
ocerim), has been installed. The Zenith 400
will be installed and commissioned before
the summer at Netzsch’s manufacturing
facility in Brazil, where it will begin
producing a range of pump screws.
In standard form, the Zenith 400 is said
to be the first machine of its kind to offer
all three grinding technologies: aluminium
oxide, ultra-hard plated CBN and vitrified,
dressable CBN – effectively providing
roughing and finishing capabilities on a
single machine. ■

Latest grinding product news in brief
■ Two automatic loading developments for the large capacity
Helitronic Vision 400L grinder and two-in-one Vision Diamond
400L grinding/eroding machine have been announced by Walter
Ewag: the Top-Loader and Robot Loader 25. Top-Loader features
a pneumatic swivel arm with gripper to integrate with Walter’s
standard robot pallet system for tools up to 32 mm diameter.
The two-pallet system, one each for blanks and finished tools,
can each accommodate up to 500 tools (depending on size).
The Robot Loader 25, meanwhile, can accommodate 21 tools of
up to 315 mm diameter and 25 kg in weight (or 28 tools of up to
220 mm diameter; 70 tools up to 105 mm diameter). Equipped
with a FANUC robot and featuring new software that
accommodates the ‘random’ loading and storage of tools and
blanks in HSK holders on up to seven pallets, the efficiency and
effectiveness of the Robot Loader 25 is enhanced by laser
marking for tool set-up and optional ‘diameter determination’
functionality for automatic operation. https://is.gd/ijacow
■ International Manufacturing Solutions, the UK agent for GER,
has announced the launch of the GER SR 400-100 CNC plane
and profile surface grinder. Although the 4 m grinder is currently
the largest profile surface grinder manufactured by GER, the
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company is able, if required, to produce machines with capacities
of up to 6 m. The 4,000 by 1,000 mm capacity GER SR 400-100
was initially developed for an Austrian manufacturer of press
tools and is equipped with a 500 mm diameter by 100 mm wide
wheel head incorporating a 30 kW spindle motor and three
independent rotary diamond dressers. All slideways incorporate
precision ballscrews, FANUC drive motors and Heidenhain linear
scales. Control is by FANUC 0i-TD. https://is.gd/ipumap
■ NUM has unveiled a major upgrade to its Numroto tool grinding
software. Offering numerous additional features and
enhancements, version 4.0 is designed to increase the
productivity of tool and cutter grinders without the need for
additional hardware. A notable enhancement sees ball-nose and
corner radius tools in Numroto allow the programming of a helix
step on end-mills. This means that, for the first time, it is
possible to program different helix angles for the end of the
radius and beginning of the cylindrical section of an end-mill. The
3D simulation facilities of Numroto 4.0 have also been
enhanced. For instance, coolant holes in the 3D blank are
displayed automatically, and users can now add DXF comparison
profiles. https://is.gd/gixone
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Life in the fast lane
Steed Webzell ﬁnds out what manufacturing technologies make engines – and production – tick at a
selection of UK motorsport manufacturers

F

ounded in 1958, Ginetta has a
long and successful history of
producing hand-built road and race
cars. The company offers a genuine
route for progression, starting at entrylevel competition, right the way through
to international motorsport platforms.
Occasional race enthusiasts can choose to
hire a car or host a corporate day, while the
more seasoned racing driver can experience
driver training on an advanced track day. The
Ginetta Championships provide competitive
racing for everyone, from the Ginetta Junior
Championship – with drivers aged 14-17 – to
the Michelin Ginetta GT4 SuperCup.
Every car is hand-built in a 75,000 ft2
factory near Leeds, where a VF-4SS Super
Speed vertical mill from Haas Automation
(https://is.gd/ajenug) takes pride of place.
The machine, which is central to the

With the 2-OP and its automated
toolchanger, SiFab can make use of
unmanned machining
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manufacture of the new G58, boasts a
12,000 rpm spindle, 24+1 tool stations and
4-axis control.
An evolution of the popular G57, the G58
will boast a 6.2 litre V8 engine capable of
producing 575 bhp. Tipped to be one of the
fastest track-day machines on the market,
the G58 will lap within four seconds of an
LMP2 car, at a fraction of the cost.
Daniel Shaw, supply chain manager,
explains why the company chose Haas:
“The Super Speed is perfect for machining
high complexity aluminium parts. It’s very
easy to use and great value for money.”
Ginetta is, in fact, a customer of Rugbybased SiFab Engineering, which itself has
recently invested in new machining
capability. Driven by a desire to better
control deliveries to customers, as well as
manufacturing costs, the company has
acquired an SLX 1630 ProTURN lathe and a
2-OP machining centre from XYZ Machine
Tools (https://is.gd/kufaha).
SiFab was founded by director Simon Hall
in 2015, initially producing race car such as
radiators, fuel tanks, brake parts and
suspension components. Today, the
company supports a wide range of modern
motorsport, premium historic, classic car
and niche vehicle manufacturers by offering
bespoke design and manufacturing solutions
for a variety of components.
Once the two XYZ machines were
installed, Hall went for his free training on a
Friday. Come Monday morning, he was
producing his first parts.
“I manufacture lots of one-off and
prototype components, so using the
‘Traking’ facility on the SLX lathe makes it
easy to make amendments requested by the
customer,” says Hall. “The further
advantage is that I haven’t waited two weeks
for a subcontractor to make these parts and
been charged the earth for them.
“Having the XYZ machines equates to
cost and time savings, meaning those

typical Friday afternoon rush orders can be
dealt with straightaway,” he adds. “Standard
items for the radiators and fuel tanks can be
machined to order, rather than over-ordering.
Furthermore, costs are reduced. For
example, a simple threaded shaft that I use
regularly was costing £14 from a
subcontract resource, and I had to order in
batches of 20. With the SLX, I can probably
machine the whole lot for the cost of one.
With the 2-OP and its toolchanger, I also
have the option of walking away from the
machine while it’s working. Given that I’m
the most expensive item in the workshop,
this allows me to maximise my time.”

TOOLED UP RIGHT
The right tooling is another critical factor
when it comes to machining motorsport
components, as Yeovil-based Talon
Engineering can testify. Talon is renowned
for its OEM aftermarket sprockets, hubs,
wheels, clutch baskets and engine casings
for off-road motorcycles.
With preferred machining supplier status
from near neighbour Ariel Motor Co, Talon
has already worked on several high profile
projects, such as the Ariel Ace motorcycle.
Now, the company is heavily involved with
machining a range of parts as Ariel takes on
the supercar market with its Ariel Hipercar
electric sports car.
“Following the work we have been doing
on earlier Ariel projects, including the Ace
and a specialised wheel project, they have
full confidence in our ability to deliver the
quality required, in the lead time required,”
says Graham Alford, Talon Engineering’s
operations director. “Also playing an
important role are our relationships with
machine and cutting tool suppliers.”
The fast pace of projects such as
Hipercar means that Talon needs tools on
the machine at short notice. Working with
Ceratizit WNT (https://is.gd/habuwu), the
company has developed a standard list of
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Ceratizit WNT tooling, including HPC cutters,
Type W Alu line cutters and the Centro P
toolholding system. The majority of cutting
tools are held in WNT vending machines,
which are capable of holding up to three
months of stock.
“We make this list of tooling available to
our customers, so that they can design parts
around them in the knowledge that they will
always be there, ready to use,” explains
Alford. “We wouldn’t be without the vending
machines now, they are integral to our
business. Of course, when we need
something not on our standard list, we know
we can have it delivered by WNT the
following morning.”
The components being machined for the
Ariel Hipercar include wishbones, accelerator
pedals and brake pedals, as well as
handbrake and chassis brackets, which
require lots of 3D milling. Add to this Ariel’s
requirement that feed marks have to be
visible and, in some cases, corner radii
machined to resemble welds, and
programming can be quite complex.
“Leaving feed marks goes against all
normal machining principles,” says process
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engineer Sandy Bradley.
“However, it is a requirement of
Ariel that started when we were
machining the frame for their Ace
motorcycle. The experience gained on that
project made this one a little easier, but we
still needed to calculate the correct stepovers to, in effect, create a non-standard
machined finish.”

TROCHOIDAL STRATEGY BENEFIT
As part of this project, Talon adopted new
machining techniques with the support of
WNT, largely based on trochoidal milling.
“Trochoidal milling will bring further
advantages, as it reduces the stress and
pressure on machine spindles,” says
process engineer Sam Chinn. “WNT worked
with us on developing the strategies and
acted as a fresh pair of eyes, seeing
opportunities that we may have missed, as
well as standing by us on the duckboard
while we were taking the first cuts. That way,
we quickly overcame any issues and it was
an excellent example of knowledge transfer.
The support we get from WNT allows us to
step out of our machining comfort zone.”
Another technology in demand by
motorsport component manufacturers is
CADCAM. A case in point can be seen at the
Buxton facility of Vetech Product Design &
Development. The company has recently
converted the Suzuki Hayabusa motorcycle
engine for use in the Mark I to VII Mini that
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was produced
from 1959 to
2000. It is here the
expertise of CAM
developer Open Mind
Technologies (https://
is.gd/gatuno) has come to the fore.
Says Vetech’s senior design engineer,
Andy Smith: “Our longstanding CAD package
had an integrated CAM system that we were
using for all our machining tasks. One day
we machined a mid-housing part for our
Hayabusa engine and the VMX42M did a
rapid traverse between two points, crashing
into our fixtures and ruining the spindle. We
consequently suffered weeks without the
machine while a costly new spindle was
installed. The lack of collision detection was
a major cause for concern. We then
programmed a gear selector barrel that was
almost impossible with our old software.
It was clear that we needed to change our

Talon uses a standard
selection of tools from WNT
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A Mini with the Vetech engine
installed; above, part machining

CAM system and invited all the
leading vendors to present their
solutions.
“Re-designing and re-manufacturing the
Hayabusa 1300 cc engine to fit into a Mini
meant we had to re-position the gearbox and
add a reverse gear,“ he adds. “I gave the
gear selector barrel to all the leading CAM
vendors and asked them to program it. Open
Mind provided the most efficient and
productive solution, with a presentation that
detailed the benefits of hyperMILL over
competitor systems. Due to our previous
experience, collision prevention was a
critical factor, something Open Mind

certainly convinced us of. Furthermore,
we needed to achieve faster
programming times for our aluminium mould
tools; hyperMILL was once again streets
ahead.”
Even the most powerful production Mini
variant ever only developed 96 bhp, although
the vast majority of Minis only offered
around 65 bhp or less. An exceptionally
tuned model can generate upwards of 120130 bhp, but with very low reliability as a
consequence. The Hayabusa engine has a
power output of 197 bhp as standard and,
when re-packaged by Vetech, weighs just
100 kg. This is a 32% engine weight

reduction over the original unit. For
those desiring jet-propelled speed,
Vetech also offers a 300 bhp unit.
Of the benefits of programming the
11 core components of the remodelled engine with hyperMILL Smith says:
“Programming and machining the Hayabusa
project is not time-critical. What is important
is the ability to program and machine
complex parts with confidence in the
collision avoidance system. Open Mind has
completely modelled the work envelope into
the CAM system with fixtures, machine
spindle, toolholders and the fourth-axis
rotary table all factored into the model. From
a time-reduction standpoint, we programmed
an aluminium mould tool for Hayabusa inlet
and exhaust caps that took 20 hours with
our previous system. Using hyperMILL, the
same tool was completed in less than 10
hours.” ■

Speed & accuracy aids world record attempt
Having smashed the previous mark by 20 mph, Scunthorpebased Becci Ellis set a world record of 264.1 mph on 17 August
2014 and became the world’s fastest woman on a conventional
motorcycle over a standing start mile. Achieving the female
land-speed record also makes her the fourth fastest rider in the
world, just 30 mph behind the overall world record set by late
American rider Bill Warner.
Becci’s feat was performed at Elvington Airfield in North
Yorkshire on a 1300 cc Suzuki Hayabusa that, when launched
in 1999, won acclaim as the world’s fastest production
motorcycle. In preparation for Becci’s record-breaking run, her
Hayabusa was highly modified, enabling it to generate 650 bhp.
Not satisfied with being the current holder of the record,
Becci is now busy preparing for a new attempt to set the
benchmark even higher. In addition to multiple further
modifications to the previously record-breaking Hayabusa,
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particular attention is now being paid to the aerodynamics of
the bike. Rather than use traditional wind tunnel testing
methods to analyse and improve the bike’s aerodynamic
performance, the team behind Becci’s latest record breaking
attempt is using advanced virtual simulation techniques.
To help gather the raw data needed to enable the best
possible virtual simulation outcomes to be achieved, the team
enlisted the help of Manchester Metrology, a specialist in the
field of laser scanning and data capture.
With the need to acquire highly accurate data quickly
uppermost, staff at Manchester Metrology used an Edge
ScanArm HD from Faro (https://is.gd/ucivug) to undertake the
critical scanning routines of the bike.
Says Philip Knowlson of Manchester Metrology: “The Faro
arm was ideal for this application, as it has a scan rate of up to
560,000 points per second.”
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Roush Yates Engines has installed
a Zetalase XLT laser marker from
TYKMA Electrox

Up to
scratch
Steed Webzell discovers how an engine manufacturer, a die maker
and a drum motor specialist are benefiting from the latest marking
technologies

T

YKMA Electrox (https://is.gd/ufujag)
has recently announced a multi-year
endorsement programme with Roush
Yates Engines, the US-based exclusive
engine builder for Ford’s motorsport and
racing division, Ford Performance. Indeed,
the announcement has been marked with the
installation of a new machine.
“Nine years ago, we purchased our first
piece of equipment from TYKMA Electrox,”
says Todd English, vice president of business
development at Roush Yates Engines, which
is based in Mooresville, North Carolina.
“Having the machine has been a great
experience and an invaluable asset for our
engine components and product traceability
initiatives. Moreover, as a result of their
products, training and customer service,
we knew that TYKMA Electrox was the right
partner for our next laser system.”
Utilising the latest in MOPA fibre laser
technology, TYKMA Electrox machines can
mark both tall and large components made
from a variety of substrates, including metals
and most plastics.
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“We needed a laser system that could
mark various part sizes, surfaces and
graphics,” states Bob Ucman, vice president
of manufacturing. “The system had to offer
the potential for robotic integration, while
being user friendly for programming. We knew
TYKMA Electrox was the place to go and soon
discovered that the Zetalase XLT met all of
our needs. Product traceability is critical, and
the new system would allow us to mark
batches of parts with accuracy and speed,
leading to reduced production time and
improved efficiencies.”
The Zetalase XLT unit is the top-of-the-line
system available from TYKMA Electrox,
featuring a continuous 24” by 24” marking
field and a 70 W laser for fast processing
times.

DATRON SUPPORTS GRAPHIC EXAMPLE
Remaining in the US, DC Graphics has a long
history in the engraving industry, most of it
assisted by high speed milling machine
technology from Datron (https://is.gd/xukosa).
Based in Farmingdale, New York, DC Graphics

is an offset, flexographic pre-press die making
and photoengraving facility that produces
plates and dies from magnesium, brass and
copper. The company specialises in the
engraving of embossing dies, as well as flat
stamping and folding cards for the paper
packaging and pre-press industry.
In 1996, DC Graphics purchased its first
Datron machine (an M4) and made the
transition from everything being done by
hand, gauging machines and etching, to
exclusively using CNC milling machines for
engraving its embossing dies. Some 12 years
later, the company acquired its first Datron
M8 high speed milling machine, which was
followed by two additional M8 models in
2012 and 2013.
In 2017, DC Graphics continued to employ
the latest technology and further expand its
capacity for engraving embossing dies by
purchasing Datron’s next generation M8Cube.
This machine differs from the M8 in that it
features a design with half as many parts,
improved ergonomics, better accuracy, as
well as faster rapids traverse rates and feed
rates. The M8Cube is also structurally
stronger than the legacy M8 model.
Datron’s M8Cube has a new control
system and uses direct drive AC brushless
motors. Additionally, the machine’s gantry
has been completely redesigned to feature a
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stronger Z-axis to which is secured more
powerful high frequency spindles, while
providing greater stiffness for higher power
drive motors. The result is greater
acceleration and deceleration rates, which in
turn produce faster cycle times.
A stronger design, along with new control
software, allowed Datron to also develop an
optimisation filter called PerfectCut. DC
Graphics went with this optional software
function because it creates powerful lookahead capability, combined with
sophisticated algorithm calculations that can
improve 3D contour machining by as much as
30%, compared with the previous control
software. When producing some sample
parts, cycle times were almost cut in half,
reports the company.
“It’s just a very nice machine to work on,”
states Eugene Prohaske, president of DC
Graphics. “My engraving creativity, combined
with the capabilities that the Datron machine
offers, are a good melding, and all these
different factors come together to make a
product that comes out quick, clean and
reliable.”
DC Graphics’ M8Cube also has a
30-station tool changer; Prohaske has the
engraving expertise and know-how to apply
the right tools for particular engraving

challenges. He explains: “For certain types of
engraving, you need to know what will get an
effect and what it will take to make
something look the way the customer wants
it to look. When you do that, you build a good
rapport with the customer, because they
know they can count on you. You are able to
do something that other engravers can’t. That
is your edge.”

CONNECTED SOLUTION
Further north at the Toronto, Canada facility
of drum motor specialist Van der Graaf, a
Trotec (https://is.gd/diﬁyi) SpeedMarker 700
is being deployed to mark both components
and nameplates. Applications for the drum
motors range from conveyor belts in industrial
manufacturing processes to baggage
handling systems at airports and conveyor
technology for parcel sorting systems.
“We use the SpeedMarker 700 to mark
the brand and logo on our motors, along with
all its specifications and certifications,”
explains George Barbuc, the company’s
project manager. “The system is fully
integrated with our ERP, so once we scan the
works order, all of the information is
automatically pulled.”
By connecting SpeedMark laser software
to the ERP system, the laser machine’s

operator can scan the barcode on the
production order using a hand-held scanner.
The laser software will then receive the
information on the part type and laser
marking content, including part numbers,
serial numbers and quantities from the ERP
system. Information is stored within the laser
software. The operator only needs to load the
components, scan the order and begin the
laser marking process.
Van der Graaf has to mark a range of
components and nameplates of different
shapes, which requires a high level of
production flexibility. As a result, the company
has created several jigs that can be
exchanged in under a minute, ready for the
laser marker to go back into action. Van der
Graaf has also created corresponding
templates in the laser software that can be
called up manually or automatically via the
production order. The workpiece carriers do
not need to be completely filled to begin
processing the components.
SpeedMarker is predominantly used to
mark parts and nameplates made of various
metals, including aluminium and stainless
steel, as well as numerous types of plastic.
The series features fibre lasers, although the
SpeedMarker 700 model is also available
with a CO2 laser source. ■

Latest part marking & traceability products in brief
■ Universal Marking Systems
(https://is.gd/tajeco) has chosen to
supply and support a new range of
dot peen and laser marking machines
by Technomark to complement its
electrochemical marking equipment.
In fact, UMS is now the sole
distributor of all Technomark products
in the UK, a collaboration that brings
together 75 years of industry
knowledge.

UMS will supply and
support a new range of dot
peen and laser marking
machines by Technomark

■ Foba has introduced a 100 W fibre
laser marking machine, with
availability in the UK via TLM Laser (https://is.gd/nubura). The
Y.1000 is suitable for high speed laser marking, offering a more
than 40% increase in speed and throughput over the previous
model. According to the company, the Y.1000 is suitable for
laser marking and engraving applications on a variety of
components manufactured from metals and plastics, including
engine and powertrain parts, transmission parts and hard
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plastic products, such as cable or
extrusion components.

■ SICK (https://is.gd/arepeg) has
launched LabelChecker (image,
below), an off-the-shelf label
inspection solution with the ability to
read and verify text, numbers,
barcodes and 2D codes,
as well as checking label design and
print quality. Based on SICK’s
InspectorP vision sensor, the all-inone solution is the first to be
developed using the company’s
AppSpace programming environment. The
device is said to be easy to configure and set
up via a web server interface, without
requiring specialist programming knowledge.
SICK’s LabelChecker can read and verify
text, numbers, barcodes and 2D codes
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TOOLING &
WORKHOLDING
SUPPLEMENT
● ISCAR’s global product launch tour ● Ceratizit WNT workholding & tooling in action
● Hainbuch workholding complements DMG Mori turning centre investment
● Thame Workholding solution for Michell Bearings
● Tooling & workholding news update

X- and Y-axis turning
innovation was
underlined, with parting
off in 100 mm diameter
material now possible
in 7.5 seconds

Tour de force
Every ﬁve years, or so, tooling giant ISCAR unveils a major package
of developments, revealed via a number of global roadshows fronted
by company president Jacob Harpaz. Andrew Allcock was in the
audience and reports on the company’s latest innovations

I

SCAR’s president revealed the company’s
latest tooling developments to an
audience of some 270 at Birmingham’s
ICC in March. The main thoroughfares of the
venue were decked with video screens and
large hanging banners (cover image) to
announce the event to those attending and
passing through – these ISCAR (https://
is.gd/tuhuno) undertakings are far from the
usual product launch. And this was just one
of a series of events on a world tour that
Harpaz undertakes to spread the news of his
company’s newest innovations, of which
there are many.
ISCAR is a €3 billion turnover metal
cutting tool specialist, having notched up a
record year in 2017, the president
underscored ahead of the technical
proceedings, adding that, based on Q1
figures, 2018 is anticipated as bettering
that. ISCAR is part of IMC, which includes
TaeguTec, Tungaloy and Ingersoll Cutting
Tools. The IMC Group is the second largest
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company in the world for metalworking tools,
comprising 13 companies. It has over 130
subsidiaries in 60 countries. ISCAR employs
some 3,200 at its headquarters in Israel,
with around 10% involved in R&D, into which
the company sinks 4-5% of turnover. And
40% of turnover comes from products that
are under five years old.
Turning to new products, Harpaz offers
some general themes that he gathers
together under the banner ‘machining
intelligently’, starting with attacking
bottlenecks in milling, drilling, turning,
grooving and parting off as the target for all
the revealed developments. Of course,
productivity can be boosted by investing in
latest machine tools, but machines are not
bought every day, so tooling can deliver
through higher speeds and feeds. “Speed
comes from the carbide grade and today
ISCAR is offering very innovative grades,
also taking in coatings, for any application,”
the president underlines, adding later that

large improvements are being gained via
post-treatment of inserts.
And he hammers home the higher speed
and feed message: “Today, the world is
changing and today we are saying, go for
higher feed rates, even when machining 60
HRc; forget the old times when you would
run at low speed and feed, run at higher
values, like woodworking. Change from large
depths of cut to small depths of cut,
because, if you go to 3D [printing], there is
less to take off.” Harpaz points to facemilling at 3.5 mm per tooth as a possibility
now; before it would have been 0.35 mm per
tooth. And consider hard turning rather than
grinding for materials of 50 HRc and up, he
advises, stating that the surface finish will
be “much better than grinding”.
This mention of 3D printing is picked up
more strongly, with the president highlighting
that tooling will be getting smaller, due to
the material volumes being removed
shrinking, especially in turning – precision
casting will similarly result in less material
to remove, he notes. Smaller tools have the
benefit of not requiring so much cobalt in
their manufacture, a material whose price
and availability are both being negatively hit
by the demand for electric car batteries.
Short set-up times, even zero set-up
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times, are another element in boosting
productivity, and ISCAR has examples to
offer in this area, too. For example, MultiMaster SolidMill solid carbide end-mills with
replaceable tips that require no toolholder
removal from the machine or presetting;
also, the Swiss-Cut turning tool that can
have its insert changed without the need to
remove a screw – “it takes just a second to
replace an insert”.
Another area of development is in
reducing the power/energy required to cut
metal, which Harpaz refers to as ‘easy cut’.
This also has the effect of prolonging tool
life, he advises. An associated cutting byproduct is vibration, another area where
ISCAR has developed solutions.
A further key theme is chip evacuation:
“If you solve the problem of chip evacuation,
you can go to much higher feeds,” he offers,
adding that surface finish is also improved.
And chip evacuation is achieved via coolant
delivered directly to the cutting edge, a
feature of many of the new products.
Why be concerned about cutting tool
innovation, though? Cutting tools represent
just 3-4% of production costs. True, but they
have a leveraging effect on other costs.
So, in citing a part that takes 18 seconds to
machine, a 30% discount on cutting tool
costs gets you a 1% part cost reduction,
doubling tool life gets you 1.5%, but
increasing speed and improving the process
can deliver a 15% cost reduction, Harpaz
underlines – that is ‘machining intelligently’
with the new ‘Logiq Chess Line’ tools.
Turning first to Grip systems for parting
and grooving, he says that while others also
can offer double-ended parting inserts,
ISCAR’s system has the capability to allow
for depths that exceed the insert length, due
to its twisted Do-Grip insert design that
protects the reverse end. While still retaining
the same insert, which can cut through 100
mm in 35 seconds, by delivering coolant
through the holder (JHP style) from above
and below the insert cutting edge to improve
chip evacuation, that 35 seconds becomes
25 seconds, with no need to use high
pressure coolant, unless cutting challenging
aerospace materials. Other inserts are
available that have coolant delivery holes in
them, further aiding chip evacuation.
Moving to single-ended inserts for parting
off, in 1978, 100 mm took four minutes,
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using brazed tip tools, but ISCAR developed
a system that had a chip breaker and that
cut the time to 1 minute 30 seconds.
Then, in 1982, an indexable system was
developed that cut that to 1 minute 5
seconds. This was followed by the Tang Grip
system, in 2004, that delivered 45 seconds,
which was bettered by Jet Line insert
toolholders having coolant delivery that
reduced that to 35 seconds. Then, with the
flat-top Tang-Grip-IQ blade, the current
product, the time to part-off through
100 mm is 25 seconds.
Now, with a combination of both new
toolholder (‘the hardware’) and insert (‘the
software’), the Tang-F-Grip system that is
only for high feed cutting sees that 25
seconds becomes 15 seconds. Although
that’s for traditional X-axis direction parting;
for Y-axis direction parting using the same
insert, that is slashed again, to 10 seconds.
Of course, coolant to the cutting edge is key.
But that’s not the end of it; there is also a
holder that will allow Y-axis benefits for
X-axis parting that will deliver a cutting time
of just 7.5 seconds.
For deep parting and grooving in long
overhang situations, a new holder having an
anti-vibration feature counteracts vibrations
– Whisperline. Offered with 5.5, 7.7 and
8 mm wide inserts, tool life is four times
greater than the alternative, says Harpaz.
Coolant delivery to the insert through the
blade body again features.
ISCAR’s Pentacut, cost-effective five-edge
single, ‘star-type’ insert system for grooving
and parting has proved successful, but the
company has introduced a system for
smaller parts, called Pentacut Miniature
Master, that uses a size 17 insert system
(previous systems were 24 and 34). Insert
widths are 0.25 to 3.18 mm. Coolant
delivery above and below the insert again
features. Swiss-type sliding-head machines
are a key target.
Logiq-5-Grip, pushes this five-edge,
solid insert system further on economy
and performance. The current blade
can employ existing 2-3 mm wide
Tang-Grip inserts and can cut
diameters up to 45 mm. Coolant
directed at the cutting edge again
features. But a new system is
smaller, employing 0.8-1.6 mm wide LogiqSlim inserts for parting diameters up to
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22 mm – “The smallest width indexable
insert for parting off and grooving.” When
using 3 m bar and parting off components
10 mm in length, a 2 mm width insert will
support production of 250 parts; 0.6 mm
width inserts offer 283. Inserts are easily
replaced with a simple tool in both cases –
no set-up time.
Extra-long inserts for the Swisscut system
are also pointed up. This range supports
threading, parting, turning, back turning and
groove turning. Parting off up to 20 mm,
rather than the previous 7.5 mm is key, but
also underlined is the ease with which
inserts can be replaced. Two screws are
loosened (not removed) and the insert
withdrawn – zero set-up time.
Moving to milling and a miniature slitting
cutter, Min-Slit, is claimed to be the
smallest diameter indexable insert such tool
available – 16-28 mm diameter with insert

The narrowest indexable insert slitting
saw, Slim-Slit, a 32 mm diameter blade
that holds inserts 0.6-1.2 mm wide
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ISCAR’S GLOBAL ‘MACHINING INTELLIGENTLY’ ROADSHOW

Innovation that builds on
Pentacut, Logic-5-Grip.
The existing blade (left)
can employ existing
2-3 mm wide Tang-Grip
inserts and can cut
diameters up to
45 mm. A new smaller
system (right) uses
0.6-1.6 mm wide LogiqSlim inserts for parting
diameters up to
22 mm wide

widths 2-3 mm, with those inserts having
two cutting edges for greater economy.
Employing special insert geometry and
coolant directed to the insert, high
productivity is possible. Fast insert change
is again underlined. Multi-Master or Flexfit
bodies are employed – no set-up time.
The company also offers the narrowest
indexable insert slitting saw, Slim-Slit, a
32 mm diameter blade that holds inserts

0.6-1.2 mm wide (the Logiq-Slim insert
mentioned previously) – performance is
three times faster than a solid carbide
slitting saw and 10 times that of HSS,
Harpaz underlines. Fast, simple insert
change and directed coolant delivery to flush
out swarf via special shanks feature.
Other new introductions highlighted were:
Jet-R-Turn/Jet Master rigid toolholders
offering coolant channels for standard and

Tool vending systems & more
ISCAR’s Matrix tool vending, control and management system comes with a guarantee
that companies will save money “in the short term, not the long term”. Companies will
never run out of tools – 15% of an operator’s time is taken up by searching for tools,
65% of tooling stock is never used and 20% of jobs fall behind schedule, due to
missing tools, Harpaz offers.
Available systems take in: Matrix Maxi and Mini; Toolport allows inserts and small
items to be issued one by one; DLS (draw level security) offers a compact cabinet for
large and small items with draw-level security; and Matrix Wiz is a modular locker
system with multiple space sizes that are reconfigurable. The Matrix Android app
supports the Matrix systems, while Matrix Pouch makes sure only the tools for the job
are released to operators. Matrix RTLS is a factory-level asset tracking system.
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high pressure coolant delivery from above
and below the insert, three coolant inlet
positions and easy insert changing; Logiq-4Turn, economical double-sided 80° positive
inserts for alloy steel, plus toolholders that
deliver coolant to the cutting edge; Alu-PTurn 35° and 80° inserts for aluminium that
boast four cutting edges and 9 mm cut
depth, not 12 mm, for economy (re the
earlier cobalt cost comment), for use with
existing Flashturn holders; Whisperline antivibration boring heads, recommended for
7-10xD; Nanmill 8 and 10 mm diameter
indexable insert end-mills with two and three
cutting edges respectively, offering 3 mm
depth of cut and fast insert change; Heli-3Mill 90° corner insert system now in
diameters 10, 12 and 16 mm; Tangfin facemills for micron-level surface finishing with
tangentially-clamped inserts having four
cutting edges, 50-160 mm diameter; and
Logiq-8-Tang face-mill with inserts having
eight cutting edges (four before), 40-125
mm diameter. ■
(Full ISCAR ‘New Products 2018’ catalogue
available at: https://is.gd/woboyi.)
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MAXIMISING MACHINING CAPACITY FOR LOW VOLUMES

Luxury brands such as RollsRoyce Cars, Bentley, Bugatti,
McLaren, Morgan and Jaguar
Land Rover in the automotive
world, along with bespoke highend furniture manufacturer
Linley, are among Luzzo’s
clients for low-volume parts.
WNT (UK)’s Howard is centre

Efficient
ﬂexibility
Brackley-based Luzzo Bespoke has a customer base that includes
luxury brands and product diversity is the central theme

S

ays Alan Sawyer, sales and creative
director, Luzzo Bespoke: “Much of
what we create are the fine finishing
touches that mark one luxury product out
from another for an individual customer.
By its very nature, this means we are not
involved in big run production, with batch
sizes varying from five-off upwards.”
“As the business has grown, machining
has become a big part of what we do and,
over the past 10 years, the machine shop
has developed from having no CNC machines
to being virtually fully CNC, including 5-axis
machines with multiple pallet loading
capability. This gives us versatility, as we can
never be sure what is coming through the
door next and, when it does come through
the door it is normally needed on short
notice. Therefore, flexibility of production is
key. Machining is an expensive thing to do,
so we now must work smarter, be more
efficient, and maximise the available
machine capacity. Our palletised machines
have the capability of running lights-out, so
by investing time, and some money, we can
greatly improve efficiency and productivity.”
One of the first areas that Luzzo looked at
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was workholding, with the help of WNT (UK)’s
technical sales engineer Warren Howard.
Maximising spindle run-time that would
support lights-out machining on its two
palletised machining centres, with the added
bonus of reduced set-up times, was the
focus. A ZSG4 centric vice system was
selected, with Luzzo using 160 and 300 mm
vices, capable of gripping billets up to 163
mm and 303 mm in width respectively, along
with WNT’s MNG Zeropoint base plates that
allow a combination of vices to be used to
suit specific applications.
Says Matt Garrett, 5-axis programmer:
“A big advantage of the ZSG4 system is the
fact that it is modular. One of our pallet
machines, a Mikron XSM 600, has a 42,000
rpm spindle, but low torque, so it is ideal for
high speed finishing, whereas the other,
a Mikron HEM 500U has a 20,000 rpm high
torque spindle, which we use for roughing.
With the ZSG4 vices, we can easily transfer
parts from one machine to another, knowing
that positional accuracy will be maintained.”
And gripping on just 3 mm of material means
material wastage is minimised and cutting
data not compromised, he adds.
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Further gains in efficiency have been
made via the company’s Gibbs CAM software
(https://is.gd/qexuxu) with its Volumill
toolpath option and with WNT (UK) (https://
is.gd/habuwu) advising on appropriate tooling
– its CCR-Al solid carbide cutters.
Circularline CCR-AL cutters have four
flutes and are capable of a high depth of cut
and benefit from being used with a trochoidal
milling strategy. The results of this switch
have been significant savings. For a part
made from 7-series aluminium and where
80% of the material is removed from a 200
by 160 by 50 mm billet, the original cycle
time of 90 minutes using conventional
milling strategies was reduced to 38.
Concludes Garrett: “The benefits we are
seeing, thanks to the combination of the
WNT ZSG4 vices and CCR-Al cutters, are
brilliant. This has been helped by the
relationship we have develop over the years
with WNT and Warren, who we know is
always ready to offer advice and technical
support, if we need it. We will now expand
our use of CCR cutters and trochoidal milling,
using it not only on aluminium work, but also
titanium and other materials. The cutters, in
a variety of flute lengths and corner radii, are
now being added to our WNT vending
machine, so that they are instantly available
when we need them.” ■
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HIGH CLAMPING FORCE & FAST CHANGEOVERS

Lending
strong support
Just over three years ago, deep sea welder and fabricator Ben
Goodwin gave up the dangerous day job to start Market-Weightonbased BRG CNC Machining, a subcontract machine shop. Hainbuch
workholding has been a critical investment

T

he company was launched with a Hurco
(https://is.gd/utebev) 3-axis machining
centre, installed Open Mind CAM
software (https://is.gd/gatuno) to support it
and has now purchased a DMG Mori (https://
is.gd/equmos) NLX2500-700 turning centre,
bolstered by Hainbuch (https://is.gd/buzoru)
workholding equipment.
BRG CNC was turning work away and
missing opportunities by not having a CNC
turning centre. Says Goodwin: “I wanted a
twin-spindle turning centre with a turning
capacity up to 80 mm that could be bar fed.
I spent an age reviewing the options, but the
DMG Mori NLX2500-700 was the most
productive and robust option for our
business. I spent thousands on optional
extras, such as the sub-spindle, Y-axis
milling, 70/30 bar coolant and 20-tool
position turret to get the most productive
turning solution for my business. One key
area of investment was the workholding
solution for the main spindle, a Hainbuch
Spanntop Nova Combi Fix collet chuck.”
Variety is the order of the day for BRG, as
its owner explains: “This week we are
machining 48-off parts for the utilities sector;
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68-off 35 mm diameter components for a
rape seed drill in the agriculture industry and
motorsport components that are an urgent
requirement. These parts are manufactured
from 7075 Aluminium alloy, S155 and EN24
steel, but in the main our work is generally
aluminium, stainless and steel. To effectively
machine the huge diversity of parts that any
subcontract company is faced with, we had to
have a machine with unprecedented flexibility
and also workholding that facilitates fast
changeovers with rigid and high clamping
forces. For us, the Hainbuch Spanntop Nova
Combi was the only feasible choice.”
The same thoroughness was applied in
selecting clamping. “We really did our
homework on workpiece clamping; as we
appreciate the impact that rigid, robust and
precise clamping can have on both the
finished quality of the parts and the
performance of the machine and the cutting
tools. In addition, the engineers at DMG Mori
recommended the Hainbuch clamping
system. We spoke with Hainbuch engineers
and it was their appreciation of our needs,
the available options, the support and service
that were all key reasons behind our decision
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Ben Goodwin
invested in hightech turning kit
and wanted to get
the most out of it,
choosing Hainbuch
workholding
equipment

to buy the Spanntop Nova. The Spanntop is
absolutely awesome.
The narrowest indexable insert slitting
“We are regularly machining 76 mm
saw, Slim-Slit, a 32 mm diameter
diameter batches of 100-off parts from 304
blade that holds inserts 0.6-1.2 mm
stainless and the clamping forces of the
Spanntop are very impressive. Using the
milling turret, we are rough milling parts with
a Seco [https://is.gd/kitono] HF end-mill at
over 6,000 mm/min at a depth of 0.8 mm.
Clamping the parts on less than 30 mm of
material, the Spanntop is achieving clamping
forces of over 3.5 mpa. In comparison, the
hydraulic three-jaw chuck on the sub-spindle
only attains a clamping force of 1.6 mpa. The
result of the high clamping force is excellent
surface finishes, extended tool life and we
are achieving all this whilst running the jobs
at speeds and feeds faster than we ever
could have imagined.”
The Hainbuch Spanntop Nova Combi can
be used with or without an end-stop,
supporting both chucking parts and bar. For
chucking, axial draw force pulls the parts
against the end-stop. This can be rapidly
removed to convert the collet chuck back to a
fully functional bar chuck. “I am absolutely
blown away by how easy the Hainbuch
system is to use. The changeovers are
remarkably fast and the construction of the
system minimises contamination and the
need for cleaning. This guarantees we
maintain 100% precision and repeatability,”
Goodwin enthuses. A Hainbuch system for
the sub-spindle is on the cards, he adds. ■
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FAST CHANGEOVER FOR LARGE PARTS

Michell Bearings is employing a
zero-point system in combination
with Samchully jaw boxes to hold
large parts for machining on its
Hermle C60 UMT, 5-axis CNC
machining centre

Zeroed
in on savings

T

he recent installation of a Hermle C60
UMT, 5-axis CNC machining centre
(Geo Kingsbury, https://is.gd/qopere) at
Michell Bearings prompted Chris Kemp, the
company’s manufacturing engineering
manager at the South Shields, Tyne and
Wear-based firm, to contact Tony Lewis of
Thame Workholding (https://is.gd/fahawo)
with a view to exploring efficient workholding
ideas that would enable the company’s new
acquisition to maximise its productive
potential. The machine is able to tackle parts
weighing up to 2,000 kg
Explains Kemp: “After studying our new
machine’s specification and capabilities, and
also considering our objectives, we concluded
that a workholding arrangement incorporating
Thame Workholding’s Lang QuickPoint
system and Samchully jaw boxes would be
ideal for our needs. By working together, Tony
and I developed the system incorporating
Thame Workholding’s products that has
considerably reduced our new machine tool’s
set-up and job changeover times, and that
has greatly increased the machine’s available
production time. In addition to boosting
efficiency, our new workholding system’s
ability to securely hold our workpieces helps
us to guarantee that we consistently achieve
the required levels of accuracy and surface
finish.”
The workholding arrangement conceived
by the pair consists of several circular ‘slave’
plates that can be set-up off-line. The slave-

Lang QuickPoint studs on the underside
the slave-plates on which Samchully jaw
boxes are located and which hold Michell
Bearings’ components (top)
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The narrowest indexable insert slitting
saw, Slim-Slit, a 32 mm diameter
blade that holds inserts 0.6-1.2 mm

The Thame Workholding arrangement can
support large parts for machining, with
component set-up off the machine boosting
uptime on Michell Bearings’ Hermle
plates have Lang QuickPoint studs attached
to their bases, while a series of QuickPoint
plates remain loaded on the machine table.
The slave-plates also feature T-slots that
allow Samchully jaw boxes, to be moved into
position, tightened onto the workpiece then
centralised ready for loading onto the
machine.
On completion of a machining routine, the
slave-plate holding the finished part can be
removed by crane and the next slave-plate,
holding the new workpiece, can be lowered
into position. After quickly securing the new
slave-plate to the machine’s table, the next
machining operation can be immediately
commenced. The use of this simple and
sturdy system allows a maximum pull-down
force 6,000 kg.
Says Lewis: “Our quick Point location
system is a rapid and accurate clamping
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arrangement that boasts an extremely low
profile of just 27 mm. The system is based on
four wedge bolts in the pallet that engage with
four grooved locating bolts screwed to the vice
or fixture. Clamping and unclamping is quickly
performed by turning a central screw and
repeatability is extremely accurate.
“The highly repeatable nature of QuickPoint
guarantees that Michell Bearings’ slave-plates
can be loaded with workpieces off-machine,
then quickly and precisely attached to the
Hermle machining centre’s table. Now, rather
than wasting valuable time setting-up a
workpiece when the machine is idle and then
performing a machining operation as
consecutive activities, these processes are
capable of being completed concurrently and
within the machine’s cycle time. This method
can help deliver outstanding machining
efficiencies.” ■
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INDUSTRY NEWS & UPDATE

Kenny Macfarlane has joined the Sumitomo Electric Hardmetal
sales team providing area business development, covering Scotland
and the North East. Macfarlane brings with him 20 years’ engineering
expertise, from apprentice through production engineering to plant
manager, before entering tooling sector sales, where he rose to the
position of sales manager. https://is.gd/akumet
Markus Horn has been
appointed as the new
managing director of
Hartmetall-Werkzeugfabrik
Paul Horn GmbH. He has
worked for the family
company since January
2017, most recently as a
member of the management
board and head of IT.
Together with his father,
Lothar Horn, he will manage
the tool manufacturer’s
global operations from the
firm’s headquarters in
Tübingen, Germany.
https://is.gd/dujako

customers as it pursues its strategy of increasing brand awareness
and market presence in the UK. The brand-new centre (above) has a
seminar theatre and training room that can accommodate more than
30 people. https://is.gd/ejemon
The new Garant MasterTap high performance tap boasts a
fundamentally new development concept for universal taps. The tool
achieves outstanding process reliability at high efficiency in a much
wider range of materials than previous universal taps, including steel,
stainless steel, aluminium, brass and cast iron. https://is.gd/izejate

Industrial Tooling
Corporation (ITC) has published the
latest edition of its Folio Catalogue. The firm says that the 2018
edition is the “must-have” cutting tool resource for manufacturers
that are serious about improving their productivity, reducing their
tooling costs and attaining the benefits associated from working with
industry experts. https://is.gd/wivuqu
Ceratizit WNT’s supplementary catalogue documents every tooling
upgrade that has been added to the WNT range over the past two
years and runs to almost 400 pages. Says Ceratizit WNT MD Tony
Pennington: “Our standard catalogue already contains over 55,000
items, but at WNT we never stand still and in the two years since that
1,200+ page publication was printed we have added to that number
with a combination of brand new products and extensions to existing
ranges. The new supplementary catalogue will ensure that our
customers continue to have information on the latest cutting tool
technology at their fingertips.” https://is.gd/okuxak
Cutting tool manufacturer Quickgrind has become the latest tier two
member at The University of Strathclyde’s Advanced Forming
Research Centre (AFRC). This new partnership will enable Quickgrind
to promote its products and services to the AFRC’s tier one members
and partners, as well as its tier two members. In return, the company
will provide the AFRC with its technology and consultancy support for
the centre’s machining related research. https://is.gd/waguge
In additon, Tewkesbury-based Quickgrind has opened its new
Technical Centre and training facility. The firm has invested in the new
Tech Centre to demonstrate the company’s commitment to UK
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Aerospace engineering firm JJ
Churchill has reduced its workholding costs by 5%, with a 50%
reduction in the number of machining operations on a specific critical
part. The reduction has been achieved with Blue Photon technology
(above), supplied by NCMT. https://is.gd/evaxix
Mapal has released its Unibase-M tool dispensing system for the
storage and management of tools, components and accessories.
With a focus on ease of use, the system can be configured according
to customer requirements. Part of the range is the Unibase-V
expandable cabinet for large and/or heavy tools, which has up to four
automatically opened and electronically lockable vertical drawers that
have a maximum load-bearing capacity of 600 kg. Each drawer is
equipped with loadable toolholders, designed according to customer
specification. https://is.gd/zuwazo
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES
TELEPHONE: Paula Swann on 01322 221144 • FAX: 01322 221188 • EMAIL: paula.swann@markallengroup.com

CNC Training/Programming

Cleaning & Degreasing

CNC SOLUTIONS UK
Training & Application Specialists in
Fanuc, Heidenhain, Siemens & Fagor

% 07977 290044

W: www.cnc-solutions-uk.co.uk
E: Sales@cnc-solutions-uk.co.uk

Deep Hole Drilling

www.mollart.com
In-process Cleaning
Final Cleaning
Aqueous Ultrasonics
Precision Cleaning

FOR THE HOLE SUBCONTRACT SOLUTION
Precision deep hole drilling from
0.5 - 80 mm dia. x 3 metres deep

01420 544909

• Off-centre and multi-bore capability
• Gun drilling as small as 0.5 mm
• Thin-wall expertise
• Added value turning and milling

sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

GARDNER
C.N.C.
Supplying unrivalled CNC
training & applications
support for almost 30 years

Deep Hole Drilling

4 CNC Training on all CNC controls

Mollart Surrey - Neil Anderson 0208 391 2282
Mollart South Wales – Wayne Thomas 01639 711144

EDM

Measuring Equipment

4 CNC Programming for all machines
4 CAM, DNC & Verification software
4 Independent, unbiased advice

t: 01926 614882 f: 01926 614884
e: info@gardner-cnc.co.uk
w: www.gardner-cnc.co.uk

CNC Machining/Services

Subcon Drilling Limited is a
highly professional Company
whose entire experience and
energy is focused solely on
Gun Drilling, Deep Hole Drilling,
Honing, CNC Machining and
Superfinishing.
Tel 01442 205960
Email dean@subcondrilling.co.uk
Email

• Small-Medium batches
• CNC Milling
• CNC Turning
• Grinding
• Metal and Plastic
• Assembly
ISO 9001:2008 Accreditation

Tel: +44(0)1604 671 251
Email: sales@hillsideadr.co.uk
Web: www.hillsideadr.com

For all the latest
news, follow us
on twitter
@Machinerytweets

www.subcondrilling.co.uk

SALES

Visit our website for a large
selection of high quality
used wire erosion and spark erosion machines.

SPARES & ACCESSORIES

New and used spares and accessories always available.

EDM SALES & SERVICES
T: +44 (0)1594 826779 F: +44 (0)1594 826748
E: sales@edm.co.uk W: www.edm.co.uk

Honing

TBT
UK LIMITED

PRECISION DEEP HOLE DRILLING

• Deep hole drilling machines in
standard and special design
• Gun drills and accessories
• Deep hole drilling units and coolant
systems
Probably
the largest
• Subcontract deep hole
stock of
gundrills in
drilling service
the UK
• Spares and service for
TBT, GKT and SIG machines
TBT UK Limited, Gorsey Lane,
Coleshill, Birmingham B46 1JU
Tel: 01675 433250 • Fax: 01675 433260
Email: info@tbtuk.com

Precision Cleaning
Subcon Drilling Limited is a
highly professional Company
whose entire experience and
energy is focused solely on
Gun Drilling, Deep Hole Drilling,
Honing, CNC Machining and
Superfinishing.
Tel 01442 205960
Email dean@subcondrilling.co.uk
Email

www.subcondrilling.co.uk

Final Cleaning
In-process Cleaning
Aqueous Ultrasonics
Spraywash

01420 544909
sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

Deep Hole Drilling

Deep Hole Drilling Deep Hole Boring CNC Gundrilling

EDM Drilling CNC Milling CNC Honing CNC Turning

We’re precise . . . 92% Excellence Rating, 99% On Time Delivery, 99% Product Quality, 98% 24hr Quotes . . . from start to perfect ﬁnish.
Hone-All Precision Limited Cherrycourt Way, Leighton Buzzard, LU7 4UH Telephone 0845 5555 111 E.mail sales@hone-all.co.uk hone-all.co.uk

FM 38790

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
TELEPHONE: Paula Swann on 01322 221144 • FAX: 01322 221188 • EMAIL: paula.swann@markallengroup.com

Spindle Repair

Precision Spindle
Rebuilding
We offer a complete rebuild
service of:
• CNC Machining centre spindles
• CNC Lathe heads
• Grinding spindles (both belt
driven & high frequency types)
• Tailstocks
• Fine borng spindles
• Milling spindles
• Centre-less grinding spindles,
workheads, wheelheads etc.
For the most comprehensive and personal
service on spindle rebuilding call Technova.

TECHNOVA PRECISION LTD
Unit 8a Paragon Way, Bayton Road Ind Est,
Exhall, Coventry, West Midlands CV7 9QS
Tel: 02476 366503 Fax: 02476 361979
Email: will@technovaprecision.com
Web: www.technovaprecision.com

SPINDLE REBUILD
AND REPAIR
SPINDLE TYPES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CNC Machining
Centres
CNC Lathes
Grinders
Boring Heads
Head Stocks
Tail Stocks
Conventional Machine Tools etc.

For all the latest
news, follow us
on twitter
@Machinerytweets

Wanted Machine Tools

Spraywash

In-process Cleaning • Final Cleaning
Degreasing • Phosphate Coating
Rust/Paint Removal

Subcontract Services

Specialists in Machining &
Gear Cutting
• 5 Axis CNC Machined Parts
• Precision Gears up to 600mm
• Ground Gears up to 400mm

01420 544909

• Gear Racks up to 3 metres long

sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

For your subcontract machining and gear
cutting requirements contact us today:

Subcontract Services

T: +44 (0) 161 432 0222
E: enquiries@minigears.co.uk

www.minigears.co.uk
Express Laser Cutting
Water Jet Cutting
Metal Fabrication

01606 45405
cheshirelasercut.co.uk

Ultrasonic Cleaning

In-process Cleaning
Final Cleaning
Spraywash
Ultrasonics

Workholding

Wanted Welding Plant

01420 544909
sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

HAINBUCH is a world leader in the design
and manufacturing of extremely precise
and exceptionally rigid work holding
solutions. We specialize in difficult
applications yielding exceptional results.
Call: +44 [0] 1543 478710

Click: www.hainbuch.com

TIME TO SELL
Welding Equipment
CNC Plasma Cutters
Positioning Machinery
Old stock or surplus used plant
Top prices paid and no
messing around!
T: +44 116 2983631
E: purchasing@westermans.com
W: westermans.com
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NC program in around 10 minutes for the production of customised
step-drills.
Elsewhere in the British machine tool industry, five members of
the Machine Tool Technologies Association (today the Manufacturing
Technologies Association) are highlighting the benefits of integrated
manufacturing systems through a series of regional events. Sandvik
Coromant is the sole surviving name today from that group. Selling
the advanced technology message may prove tough, for in another
article we note that the UK still trails in the use of robots – the
country is in 16th position (today we are 22nd, see p19).
Stunning news from Germany is that previous arch-competitors
Deckel and Maho will merge (the ‘D’ and ‘M’ in DMG Mori), as it is
revealed by UK Traub agent MD Paul Maynard that the German
machine tool industry will not recover its recent level of business
until 1995 (Traub had been interested in Maho, but instead got
together with Hermle – both brands now within Index). Indeed,
Deutsche Bank is saying that German industry is on the brink “of the
most significant industrial reconstruction since WWII”.
An oft-occurring theme of machine tool accuracy/repeatability
surfaces as jig-borer expert SIP-Dixi (today subsumed within DMG
Mori) says that a machine tool’s precision must always be higher
than component precision (precision is the ability to consistently
reproduce), due to accumulation of other errors from tooling, fixtures
and inspection equipment. Also, machining centre makers are
underlining linear accuracy when it is volumetric accuracy that is the
real concern, the company says.
Features this issue include: a profile of subcontractor Forth Tool
& Valve, an oil and gas industry valve machining/coating specialist
that is today FTV Proclad International, a cladding expert and
member of Dubai-headquartered Proclad Group; multi-axis cylindrical
grinders; the cost of quality; a subcontracting supplement covering
the North of England; computerisation at a structural steel
processor; tool presetting; and we ask ‘will CNC lathes always
outsell turning centres [driven tools/sub-spindles]?’ ■
Eurovision Song
Contest: Niamh
Kavanagh,
Ireland,
wins –
‘In Your Eyes’

▼

Dow Jones closes
above 3,500 for 1st
time (3,500.03)

Intel introduces
Pentium chip; first
micro-computer
CPU with a kind of
parallel processing
PA

e celebrate the end of “the longest recession since
WWII”, but observe that unemployment is set to peak
at 3.2 million or even higher and that a more
competitive manufacturing industry will ultimately
employ fewer people. In the long run, it will be necessary to reduce
working hours to maintain a full-employment economy, we report.
The chief executive of engineering-giant-of-old Vickers is calling for
government spending to be used to support the country as it climbs
out of recession (Vickers ceased to be an independent company in
1999; elements today reside within BAE Land Systems and RollsRoyce company Vinters). Other countries support manufacturing; use
capital allowances as a support tool, we say.
In news, Cardinal Broach Company, a manufacturer of broaching
machines and tooling, is the subject of a £2.35 million management
buy-out (the company disappeared from Machinery’s view during
2003). Also, Marbaix Group, a broaching machine maker at its core,
has purchased horizontal/universal milling and boring machine
maker Butler, which now joins vertical milling and boring machine
maker Asquith in the group (Marbaix is now defunct). And tool
grinding machine maker Z Brierley is also the subject of acquisition;
it becomes Brierley Machine Tool (today the Brierley name resides
under Chester Machine Tools ownership).
Following the sale of SKF’s cutting tools
business, CTT Tools, to the Sandvik Group,
SKF Dormer becomes Dormer, which will
now expand its pioneering floppy disk-, PCbased product selector software – high
technology of the day. Stellram (today
subsumed within Kennametal)
announces that it is launching a
floppy disk-based tooling catalogue.
The tooling firm is also reporting
use of parameterised input to a
CADCAM system to generate an
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End of the worst recession since WWII prompts UK & European industrial
reorganisation; news from Germany of a stunning merger; tooling companies offer
computerised catalogues; comments on precision, & more

